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Abstract 
 

“We find after years of struggle that we do not take a trip; a trip takes us.”  

John Steinbeck1 

 
This Senior Expedition Proposal created and submitted by seniors Jenn Beckler, 

Maeghan Farnham and Aaron Stone, compiles the research and clarifies the intentions of our 

month-long rock climbing expedition in the Southeastern US, in adherence to SUNY 

Plattsburgh’s Expeditionary Studies (EXP) guidelines.  Included in the proposal are explanations 

of Expedition Theory and Planning course requirements; team member introductions and goals 

with group dynamics, leadership and decision making preparation; logistical preparations 

including training, nutrition, equipment, budget and risk management plan; and the natural 

history and climbing culture of three climbing locations with specific itinerary. 

Beyond executing our Senior Expedition to obtain a bachelor’s degree, we consider it our 

greater goal to gain confidence as climbers and outdoor professionals.  Fourth team member, 

EXP sophomore Alex McLaren completes the team (referred to as we/us/our).  In May and June 

2014 we will be spending four weeks rock climbing in  Red River Gorge, KY; Linville Gorge, 

NC; and Seneca Rocks, WV specifically to improve our relatively new lead and multi-pitch 

climbing skills.  Certainly at times, the planning--the writing-- seemed a struggle, but in its 

realization we have discovered how intentional our adventure has become and we can hardly 

wait to learn where it will take us.   

 

1 Steinbeck, John. Travels with Charley, in search of America. New York: Franklin Watts, 1962. Print. 
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Introduction 
 

“I never let school interfere with my education.”     

Mark Twain2 

 
The following Senior Expedition Proposal is a multifaceted plan to develop four friends 

into life-long climbing colleagues.  We share the same dream of living “outside” lives and 

becoming better climbers; however, we each have different professional aspirations that will 

allow us to climb long into the future. Team members, Maeghan Farnham and Aaron Stone own 

and operate Wanderlove Photography, a company emphasizing on adventure filming and 

photography.  Jenn Beckler is preparing to develop an outdoor education center with rock 

climbing, rappelling, and challenge course programs at her family’s tourist attraction in the 

Adirondacks.  Alex McLaren wants to become a climbing guide 

As students in the Expeditionary Studies program (EXP) at SUNY Plattsburgh, we have 

the uncommon opportunity to have truly consequential educational experiences. This bachelor’s 

degree offers three concentrations: Climbing, Backcountry Skiing, and Sea Kayaking. Every 

student must complete a primary and secondary concentration as well as general education 

classes, history and culture classes, and outdoor living skills. Before graduating, every student 

must successfully plan and execute a Senior Expedition.  This capstone course is meant to 

solidify academic skills of research and writing as well as expeditionary skills in the field. The 

inclusion of environmental ethics, expedition logistics, and technical skills into the coursework 

2 Priest, Simon and Todd Miner. Experiential Quotes: Words of Wisdom to Live and Work By. eXperientia Publication, 
2000.  Print. 
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creates a comprehensive program that allows students to enter the outdoor industry as prepared 

professionals. 

The team has had many personal and EXP adventures together in the last two 

years.  Collectively, we learned rock climbing, ice climbing, sea kayaking, whitewater paddling, 

backcountry skiing and outdoor living skills in the Adirondacks of New York.  Aaron, Maeghan, 

and Jenn climbed in Red Rocks, NV and Joshua Tree, CA and paddled the San Juan Islands, 

WA.  Aaron and Meag skied in Utah’s Wasatch Range.  Alex has also climbed rock and ice and 

skied in New Hampshire.  Jenn has climbed in Cochise, AZ and sea kayaked in Neah Bay, WA 

and Boothbay, ME. 

An incredible experience for all four team members was spending three and a half weeks 

trekking and sightseeing in Nepal, 

January 2014.  This was a non-technical 

culturally significant trip that provided 

many insights:  international group 

travel, Sherpa culture, paradoxes of the 

adventure industry, third world 

indigestion, over 17,000 feet of elevation 

gain, life, death and love, and the tallest 

mountains in the world just to name a 

few.  It is of utmost important to reflect the broad reach that EXP experiences have into both the 

physical and social worlds.   

In our never-ending discussion with “more reasonable” professionals, defending our 

decision to pursue such a “fun” major, we sometimes struggle to show just how much work we 

Figure 2 Jenn Soaking in the Spirit of Nepal, Photo: Aaron Stone 
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really do.  First of all, the mountains and oceans and our mentors teach us to be 

humble.  Secondly, to live up to the expectations of our (beloved) advisor and department chair 

Larry Soroka, any trip “without a report, is just a holiday”3 and so we do, then reflect and assess 

and plan and reevaluate and write some more.  Finally, it is difficult to quantify for people we are 

not close with the magnitude of our outdoor experiences, often raw and spiritual.  This general 

misconception is our own fault, typically conceding to the quick answers about an expedition or 

trip as “fun” or “good” rather than a deeply revealing answer; “powerful,” followed by an hours-

long conversation.  Travel, adventure, climbing-- whatever it is called to us, or to you, the 

purpose is so appropriately reflected by Rainer Maria Rilke, “The only journey is the one 

within.”4 

Our Senior Expedition is the culminating project that allows us to put our academic, 

logistical, and technical skills into practice as well as start the transition from college to 

career.  Our expedition is designed to be safe but challenging, establish self-reliance, and bring 

our technical skills to the next level.  Dedicating a month to each other and to climbing goes far 

beyond fulfilling program requirements.  We are improving as climbers together.  We are 

pursuing professional growth independently.  This expedition represents a mutual pathway to 

individual dreams. This expedition is our first long climbing road trip, it is a learning 

progression, it is the beginning of a life outside, and we are stoked to use it as an opportunity to 

advance other professional skills as well, be they adventure photography, outdoor education or 

guiding. 

 

3 Soroka, Larry.  "Syllabus Discussion." EXP 435. SUNY Plattsburgh. Broad 102, Plattburgh. 8 
Sept. 2013. Class lecture. 

4 ThinkExist.com Quotations. “Rainer Maria Rilke quotes”. ThinkExist.com Quotations Online 1 Mar. 2014. 28 Apr. 2014 
<http://en.thinkexist.com/quotes/rainer_maria_rilke/2.html> 
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Purpose 
 
 

Team   -   Goals   -   Guidelines   -   Leadership   -   Decision Making  
 
 
 
 
 

“No work of love will flourish out of guilt, fear, or hollowness of heart, just as no valid 

plans for the future can be made by those who have no capacity for living now.” 

Alan Watts5 

  

5 Boldt, Laurence G. Zen and the Art of Making a Living: A Practical Guide to Creative Career Design. New York, NY: Arkana, 
1993. Print 
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Team (Who) 
 

“I love this world even as I hear the great wind of leaving it rising,  

for there is a grainy taste I prefer to every idea of heaven: human friendship.”   

Rumi6 

         Every Senior Expedition has a team and every team gives a presentation upon completion 

of the expedition.  It would not risk bending the truth to write that every single expedition 

experiences something unexpected along the way.  The consequences of the unexpected are 

always caused by how the team perceives, interacts and then reacts to such surprises. Since all 

decision making is based on the team that making the decisions; the team is the most important 

aspect of an expedition, just as relationships are in life.  A team is a collection of personalities, 

attitudes, skills, and expectations that assembles itself to reach common goals and objectives.  

The word “group” is often misused in place of the word “team.” It seems like a minor 

oversight, but when the two words are compared, it is easy to see a significant difference. A 

group is a social community consisting of two or more people who have something in common. 

A knitting club is a group. A team is a collection of members that have a shared goal.  More 

importantly, they depend on each other for success. Though team members may also have 

individual personal goals, in the end they fail or thrive as whole.7 

 
Interpersonal Dynamics            

When we think of forming a team, the term “team dynamics” always comes to mind. We 

have been members of many different teams, and have learned that good team dynamics are 

6 Rūmī, Jalāl Al-Dīn, and Coleman Barks. The Glance: Songs of Soul-meeting. New York: Viking/Arkana, 1999. Print. 
7 "Free Personality Test." , in-depth analysis of Isabel Briggs Myers types. N.p., n.d. Web. 13 Apr. 2014. 
<http://www.teamtechnology.co.uk/mmdi/questionnaire/>. 
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essential for success. Stated on Teamtechnology’s website, “team dynamics are the unconscious, 

psychological forces that influence the direction of a team’s behavior and performance.”  There 

are several things that influence team dynamics. These include the nature of the activity that the 

team is doing, the personalities of the team members, how they work with each other, and the 

environment in which they are “working”, or in our case climbing. While team dynamics are 

usually good, and promote success and growth, they can also be bad and create conflict, lack of 

motivation, and eventually failure. When we chose our teams, we select friends who we know 

we work well with, and who we know also work well with each other.  This will hopefully allow 

for good group dynamics, as well as success. 

 
Team Size 

          Team size is an important thing to consider on an expedition. Having too many or too few 

people on a team can cause a lot of problems. If a team has too few people, there may be 

problems in emergency situations. If a team has too many people, decision-making and daily 

logistics becomes difficult. We believe that a team should have at least three people. We think 

about it like this: If one of us is 12 miles into the backcountry with one other person, and that 

other person hurts themselves and becomes immobile, we would have to get them to safety by 

ourselves. If there is not cell phone or radio service, we would have to leave an injured person to 

go get help. Having a third person allows one person to find help while the third person monitors 

the injured team member’s wellbeing. If the injured person cannot continue the expedition, 

having a third team member will allow its continuation. This is particularly important in a 

situation like our Senior Expedition. Failing to complete the required number of days for the 

expedition means not graduating. 
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          We decided that four people is an appropriate number for our Senior Expedition to Red 

River Gorge, Linville Gorge, and Seneca Rocks. Since the team will be climbing, it makes sense 

to have an even number, because it allows us to have pairs. Having the ability to switch partners 

somewhat regularly will also lessen the chance of team members getting bored of each other. 

Additionally, having four team members goes along with what we mentioned above about 

emergency situations and contingency. We could technically lose two of my team members, and 

still successfully complete the expedition on an individual level. During our expedition, we plan 

to improve photography skills by photographing other team members climbing. A second 

climbing team will make that much easier to do. 

 Aaron, Meaghan and Jenn create a solid expedition team because we are first and 

foremost friends and roommates.  We are already able to live and work together.  Our fourth 

partner, Alex McLaren joined EXP the same year as the rest of us and we have all been on 

multiple trips together and worked a summer job together.  In some cases, “friends don’t make 

great expedition partners” because of the liberties we take with people that like us despite our 

flaws.  In a declared “business” relationship people are less likely to take things personally than 

in friendship.  However, our expedition is that of beginner leaders where understanding and 

encouragement will be just as important as straight objective-based communication.  Our 

objectives are not highly complicated but our personal exploration of lead climbing, we assume 

will be and we are setting ourselves up to maintain a supportive atmosphere.   

 A significant aspect of our team building and trip preparation has included discussing our 

expectations (goals and objectives) and exploring our personality types according to the Myers-

Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI).  Taken for what they are, character generalizations, one of the 

most interesting aspects of the MB literature is how different personalities interact in close 
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relationships with others as well as how types deal with conflicts.  As a team, we’re using MBTI 

information for self-awareness and to improve communication, rather than justifying our 

weaknesses with our strengths.   Below are brief descriptions of the team members along with 

their MBTI descriptions.8 

 
Team Member Traits and Background 

          In order to give a better understanding of how the team will interact, we believe it is 

important to make note of each person’s personality, traits, and climbing background. Doing this, 

as well as mentioning our group background, will give a general idea of how well we will work 

together. 

          Jenn Beckler is very interested in group dynamics, 

personal development, and understanding feelings. Jenn is 

a very driven individual, but can occasionally become 

distracted and wander away from her goals for a while. In 

the end, she always completes what she sets out to do. She 

is a great teacher, especially when it comes to outdoor 

education. She recognizes people’s individual learning 

styles and is willing to mold her lesson to fit them. This 

applies not only to teaching, but also to going out on personal activity days. Jenn easily 

recognizes an unsafe situation and will quickly come up with a safe alternative. She is very 

honest, and can occasionally be a bit harsh with her words, but to us that is a great trait to have. 

You will often find Jenn sitting in weird yoga-like positions, drinking tea, and contemplating 

life. 

8 Myers, Isabel Briggs, Linda K. Kirby, and Katharine D. Myers. Introduction to type: a guide to understanding your results on 
the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator. 6th ed. Palo Alto, Calif.: Consulting Psychologists Press, 1998. 

Figure 3: Jenn’s LNT Heart Rock Collection, 
Photo: Maeghan Farnham 
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Jenn currently relates as an INFP: Introverted Intuitive Feeling Perceiving Type 

“Idealistic, loyal to their values and to people who are important to them. Want an external life that is 

congruent with their values. Curious, quick to see possibilities, can be catalysts for implementing ideas. 

Seek to understand people and to help them fulfill their potential. Adaptable, flexible, and accepting 

unless a value is threatened.” 8 

          Jenn’s climbing background goes back a few years. Before she became an Expeditionary 

Studies student, she was a student at Adirondack Community College (ACC). During her first 

two years there, she was enrolled in, and then became a teaching assistant for climbing classes 

that are comparable to EXP 180 and EXP 380. In 2011 she took a NOLS Outdoor Educator 

course including a 10-day rock climbing segment. She then returned to ACC and received an 

associate’s degree in Adventure Sports Leadership and Management. This focused mainly in 

high ropes course work, which allowed her to further develop rope skills. Jenn has taken EXP 

180 (Intro to Climbing), EXP 380 (Rock Climbing Process), and EXP 381 (Rock Climbing 

Process II) during her time at Plattsburgh, and is now enrolled in a Rock Leadership course. Jenn 

is a Wilderness First Responder (WFR) and has climbed in the Adirondacks, NY; Cochise, AZ; 

Joshua Tree, CA; and Red Rocks, NV. 

Aaron Stone is an incredibly outgoing and friendly person. He loves attention and close 

personal relationships. He is almost always excited, but nothing makes him more excited than 

climbing. He is constantly researching climbs and gear. Aaron will always tell you what is on his 

mind, whether it is good or bad. Though his honesty can occasionally rub people the wrong way, 

he eventually makes up for it with kindness and bad jokes. He abhors stressful situations and 

wishes that life could always be an easy ride.  This comes to our advantage, especially in the 

planning phase of the expedition since the best way to mitigate stress is to be well prepared. 
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Aaron currently relates as an ESFJ: Extroverted Sensing Feeling Judging Type 

“Warmhearted, conscientious, and 

cooperative. Want harmony in their 

environment, work with determination 

to establish it. Like to work with 

others to complete tasks accurately 

and on time. Loyal, follow through 

even in small matters. Notice what 

others need in their day-by-day lives 

and try to provide it. Want to be 

appreciated for who they are and for 

what they contribute.” 8 

Aaron transferred to SUNY Plattsburgh after completing his general education classes at 

Jamestown Community College. Aaron’s climbing background began when he entered the 

Expeditionary Studies program. He has completed all of the same courses as Jenn and is also a 

WFR, and is currently enrolled in a Rock Leadership course. Aaron climbs frequently in the 

Adirondacks and has also climbed in Rumney, NH; Joshua Tree, CA; and Red Rocks, NV. 

    Maeghan Farnham is a very flexible yet steadfast individual that easily adapts to change but 

doesn’t compromise her values.  Maeg has a knack for details, practical planning and seeing 

what immediate tasks need to be accomplished to produce the desired end result.  Not one for 

being in the spotlight, Maeg avoids officially “taking charge” or vocalizing big decisions in front 

of a group, but has the wherewithal to voice her opinions to louder folks and still get her point 

across.  Maeg is a leader by example; she holds herself to high standards and appreciates people 

that take themselves seriously while equally appreciating them for their quirkiness.    

Figure 4 Aaron Cultivating International Relations, Photo: Meaghan Farnham 
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Occasionally it can be frustrating to 

“Stoked!” personality types that Maeg doesn’t 

get super excited about much of 

anything.  However, this same trait is most 

beneficial when a chaotic situation occurs or 

all the plans change, because she remains just 

as calm as before the dire circumstances 

emerged. She has a great sense of humor, 

fairness and is intuitive to people’s feelings in 

group settings.  She actively seeks out 

moments where she can connect with people one-on-one and is quite an accomplished listener. 

Maeg is quite sensible in her approach to climbing,  managing both risks and fear by defining 

how she can safely push her limits.   

Maeg currently relates as an ISTJ: Intuitive Sensing Thinking Judging Type 

“Quiet, serious, earn success by thoroughness and dependability. Practical, matter-of-fact, realistic, and 

responsible. Decide logically what should be done and work toward it steadily, regardless of distractions. 

Take pleasure in making everything orderly and organized - their work, their home, their life. Value 

traditions and loyalty.” 8 

Maeghan also transferred to SUNY Plattsburgh from Jamestown Community College. 

Her experience climbing began with the Expeditionary Studies program and she has completed 

all of the same courses as Jenn and Aaron.  She is currently enrolled in a Rock Leadership 

courses and is also a certified WFR.  Maeg climbs mostly in the Adirondacks and has also 

climbed in Rumney, NH; Joshua Tree, CA; and Red Rocks, NV. 

Figure 5: Maeg Photographing EXP Students Outside Tengboche 
Monastery, Nepal,  Photo: Aaron Stone 
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Alex McLaren is our youngest expedition member, a sophomore in EXP.  He’s always 

full of energy and you’ll rarely see him without a huge smile on his face. His belongings are 

constantly all over the place and unorganized. 

Alex doesn’t always “filter” out his thoughts 

before saying them out loud, and despite 

much ridiculousness, we’re drawn to what’s 

genuine and intellectual.  Alex doesn’t enjoy 

schoolwork, but he loves climbing. He climbs 

every chance he can get, and when he isn’t 

climbing he is reading about climbing. He 

enjoys learning new systems and researching and buying new equipment. 

Alex currently relates as an ESTP: Extrovert Sensing Thinking Perceiving Type 

“Flexible and tolerant, they take a pragmatic approach focused on immediate results. Theories and 

conceptual explanations bore them - they want to act energetically to solve the problem. Focus on the 

here-and-now, spontaneous, enjoy each moment that they can be active with others. Enjoy material 

comforts and style. Learn best through doing.” 8 

          Alex joined Expeditionary Studies as a freshman the same year Jenn, Aaron and Maeghan 

transferred. His climbing background started when he joined the program last year. Though he 

hasn’t been climbing for very long, he has done a lot with the time he’s had. Like the rest of the 

team, Alex has taken EXP 180, EXP 380, and EXP 381. He climbs frequently in the 

Adirondacks, and has also climbed in the Shawangunks, and Rumney, NH. 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6: Alex with EXP in Morocco, Photo Josh West 
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Personal Promises 

          When the four of us sat down to discuss our expedition, we decided that it was important 

for us to honor each other’s promises to ourselves. We all have things that we are not willing to 

do, and we know that peer pressure can easily influence us, and cause us to break our personal 

promises. For example, Maeghan has promised herself that she will not free solo anything, 

regardless of the grade. If we get to the last pitch of a climb, and Alex wants to solo it, he can’t, 

because he will cause Maeghan to break her promise. This is very important because it shows 

respect and understanding for each other, and that is essential to success. 

 
Bringing it Together 

          We came together as a team for this expedition because we enjoy each other.  More 

importantly, we knew we are able to live, camp, and function together in stressful situations. We 

all use the same climbing systems and we are all striving for the same level. We each have 

climbed with every team member individually, and we have all shared experiences together. 

Maeghan and Aaron have been dating and living together for over three years.  Maeghan, Aaron 

and Jenn have been roommates for over a year.  All four of us have been tent mates in various 

pairings and places over the last two years. We have always addressed minor problems 

effectively and have never had major conflicts arise.  We are all close friends and we respect 

each other’s ideas and goals. Though we assume we will have arguments during the expedition, 

we are positive that we will overcome them and move on to become successful. 
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Goals (Why) 
 

“Ideas won’t keep. Something must be done about them.”       

Alfred North Whitehead9 

 
In planning our Senior Expedition, the team’s intention was to transcend the academic 

requirements by incorporating specific opportunities for each climber’s current personal and 

professional interests.  We believe this is an important aspect of any expedition because it 

generates a greater purpose.   All team members have discussed and documented both collective 

and individual general goals supported by the more specific objectives; both achievable by the 

fact that we are all genuinely invested in one another’s personal growth.  

To clarify, goals tend to be long term, somewhat abstract, and often times not strictly 

measurable. An example of a goal is, “I want to have a successful expedition.” Objectives, on the 

other hand, are typically short term, straightforward, and easily measurable. An example of an 

objective is, “I want to lead a 5.8 sport route by the end of the trip.”  

Our overarching goals are to have a fun learning experience, pursue independent 

professional interests and become better climbers. The primary objectives of this expedition are 

to meet the requirements of SUNY Plattsburgh’s Expeditionary Studies Senior Expedition and 

specify how we can accomplish our goals.   We plan on going to a total of three locations in the 

southeast United States,  including the Red River Gorge, Linville Gorge, and Seneca Rocks.  The 

expedition itinerary is essentially a tick list of objectives that are specific and easily measurable. 

Some other objectives associated with this expedition include, filming multi-pitch climbs, and 

staying in the backcountry of the Linville Gorge area.   By pursuing objectives, we hope to 

9 Priest, Simon and Todd Miner. Experiential Quotes: Words of Wisdom to Live and Work By. eXperientia Publication, 
2000.  Print. 
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simultaneously achieve our current climbing goals.  The team goals and objectives are outlined 

below, followed by a brief description of individualized goals and objectives. 

 
Team Goals 

The team’s goals are to become better climbers by climbing in new places, for an 

extended time and improve the skills we have gained thus far from our 2 years in Expeditionary 

Studies.  By the end of the expedition, we want to be competently climbing at grades that are 

more difficult than our current abilities.  We hope to be faced with consequential decision 

making opportunities, but of course have a safe trip without injury or loss.  Everyone strives to 

be successful, but we do not always learn from success. Sometimes failure is our biggest teacher 

and we recognize the valuable impact small failures can have us as a team, as individuals, and as 

climbers. 

 
Team Objectives 

    The following objectives are shared by all members of the expedition team.  We created this 

team partially based on the fact we are great friends and roommates, but also because we have 

similar climbing abilities and are looking to achieve comparable objectives.   

Climbing 
• Top Rope 5.11 clean 
• Sport Lead 5.10 
• Trad Lead 5.8 
• Improve efficiency on multipitches (decrease time during transitions) 
• Practice a skill from AMGA Single Pitch Instructor curriculum at every location 
• Climb a multipitch with each group member 
• Climb at least one multipitch with the entire team- film focused 
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Individual Goals and Objectives 
 
Aaron Stone: 
 

Climbing makes me happy and teaches me lessons that, I believe, are applicable to almost 

all of life’s situations. Climbing has taught me to be humble, it keeps me on my toes, and it also 

shows me that I have more and more to learn. 

Almost every time I climb, I come home with a 

sense of completion and a new goal to work 

towards. When I enrolled in Expeditionary 

Studies I knew little about climbing. I had 

barely even witnessed it as an activity in the 

media. After my first rock class, however, I 

was flushed with the idea that I needed to 

climb and I needed to climb for a long time. Bouldering turned into top roping, and top roping 

took me to my first lead.  

While I have always been somewhat goal-oriented, I started to truly focus on them after 

my first day of leading. My climbing goals started out as wanting to have fun while leading easy 

grades on familiar rock. Alex McLaren and I soon exhausted the 5.4’s in the Adirondacks and 

my goals shifted. We started looking at routes that involve more commitment and that are harder 

to approach. This is when the difference between goals and objectives started to become 

apparent. 

           I started to develop a tick list of climbs that I wanted to complete. I would call these my 

objectives, because the tick list is easily measurable. I also wanted to start working on skills and 

developing my personal life as a climber and a professional. I would consider these my goals. 

Figure 7: Aaron's First Lead, Photo: Alex McLaren 
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Goals can be reached by completing objectives. I started to search out climbs that were steeper 

and more challenging to lead. I also spent time learning how relaxed and mentally reassuring it 

was to clip bolts while sport climbing. I am ready for the next step. The summer of our senior 

expedition is right around the corner and I have, yet again, made a list of goals and objectives.  

Some of my individual goals for this expedition include testing my mental fortitude on 

more exposed multi-pitch climbs, practicing rope systems involved with efficient travel on multi-

pitch climbs, testing myself in difficult route finding situations, meeting new people, and 

developing deeper, personal relationships with my team and other adventurous people. 

Rock climbing trips often leave me with a sense of self-discovery and I go home feeling 

as though I have accomplished something and am ready for the next step. I hope to leave this 

expedition with a feeling of completion and an eagerness to move on with my professional life in 

the outdoors. In addition to simply climbing, I have some goals related to the story telling aspect 

of expeditions. I wish to capture beautiful images and videos that help tell the story of our 

expedition. I want to test myself by capturing the little moments, often missed, in expeditions of 

this nature. I would also like to become more efficient with rope systems that will help me film 

climbers on long, exposed routes. 

           This expedition will be a stepping-stone for my teammates and me. We will be advancing 

from our climbing lives, cultivated in the Adirondacks, to the southeastern United States, and 

then to new areas around the world. I hope to continually adapt my list of objectives and goals, 

and I believe that climbing is an activity that always allows for that kind of growth. 
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Maeghan Farnham: 
 

Goal setting has always been a difficult thing for me to do. I believe that this is due to a 

mix of my inability to decide what I want and my tendency to take on too much at one time. 

When I have too much on my plate, it is difficult to give my best effort and thought to all of my 

activities, and the result is many mediocre attempts at success. I often question my “goals”, and 

they never seem to be fully solidified. The thing that I like most about our senior expedition is 

that it is providing me with my first opportunity to focus on one single thing for one month. My 

hope is that the time to focus will help me clarify my goals and objectives in both climbing, and 

life in general.  

I am writing this essay at the end of the busiest semester of my college career. Setting 

concrete goals and objectives for myself at this time is rather difficult, and just seems to result in 

a generic and tiresome list. What follows are the goals and objectives that I have for myself at 

the present time. These are subject, and likely, to change. 

My objectives are generally centered around an overall goal of gaining confidence as a 

climber, an outdoor leader, and ultimately, in myself. I have a tendency to question myself in 

most things that I do, and most significantly to the expedition, in climbing. While questioning 

my own decisions can be a healthy decision making process at times, doing so the amount that I 

often do is not. I hope that our expedition will allow me enough time to gain enough confidence 

to stop questioning my choices. 

My lack of confidence in climbing comes from a few different areas. The first, and most 

obvious, is a fear of falling. I suffer from what is referred to as phantom fear, which is discussed 

in the psychological training section of this proposal. This means that I am entirely aware that I 

am safe on a climb, and that I would be fine if I fell, but I am still overcome with a fear to the 
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point that I sometimes freeze and cannot figure out what to do (clip a bolt, grab a hold, etc.). 

Essentially, it is not a fear of falling so much as it is a fear of the unknown. Eventually, I settle 

down by breathing and telling myself that I am fine, and I continue up the climb. This being said, 

one of my objectives for our expedition is to fall on purpose at least 5 times in the Red River 

Gorge area where there are bolted, overhanging climbs. My hope is that forcing myself to fall 

will help alleviate that fear, or at least help recognize what the actual fear is. 

I believe that one of the reasons that I constantly question my decisions as a climber is 

because I am an inexperienced lead climber. Lead climbing, in my opinion, solidifies rope skills 

as well as climbing technique. I often look at rope systems that I have set up, and question over 

and over if they are right. They almost always are correct, but I want that constant second 

guessing to go away. My objective is to lead as many climbs as I can on our expedition in order 

to be fully competent and confident in my skills. To be more specific, I would like to lead at least 

15 pitches per week during our expedition. The grade of the pitches is not particularly important 

in this situation, though I would like to eventually work up to 5.8 sport routes, and 5.6 or 5.7 trad 

routes. By leading so many 

pitches, I should become 

more efficient and 

confident in my rope 

skills, and ultimately stop 

second guessing them. 

As I mentioned 

before, I would like to gain 

confidence as an outdoor Figure 8: Maeghan Climbing in Joshua Tree, CA, Photo: Aaron Stone 
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leader, though I don’t believe that lack of confidence is the biggest problem with my leadership 

ability. When I am put in a leadership position, I am generally calm and confident, which allows 

me to make good decisions. My real problem comes from my inability to effectively voice and 

argue my decisions, and more importantly my inability to say “no” to someone else’s bad 

decisions. I am not sure if my inability to say “no” comes from lack of confidence in my own 

opposing decision, or if it is a result of my reserved nature. That being said, I have an objective 

to say “no” to a team member during the Seneca Rocks portion of the trip (my leadership area). 

Doing so will hopefully help me get to the root of the problem, and also help me improve as a 

leader. 

Our expedition will not only allow me to improve as a climber, but also as a professional 

in the photography world. This is something that I am particularly excited for. During my time in 

Expeditionary Studies, I have found it difficult to balance my time in class with time to practice 

photography skills. I have always felt that practicing photography skills during class would 

lessen my learning experience, so I tended not to do so. During this expedition, Aaron and I have 

allotted specific times dedicated to practicing photography setups in order to accomplish our goal 

of becoming more efficient and creative in that area. In order to accomplish my professional 

photography goal, I have an objective to dedicating at least 6 climbing hours per week to solely 

photography. Doing so could also help me meet my second professional objective, which is to 

sell or publish at least one photo from the expedition.  

Successfully reaching my goals and objectives will, I believe, leave me with much more 

than just a successful senior expedition and diploma. It will give me courage and confidence, and 

also improve my relationship with myself, as well as with my team mates. I hope that this 

expedition can serve as a stepping stone to deciding my future as an outdoor professional by 
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answering one of my more pressing questions: Is climbing just a fun hobby, or do I want it to be 

integrated into my future career? 

 

Jenn Beckler: 
Before a planning phase can truly begin, a larger goal or idea must generate the purpose 

behind the plan. I found this to be overwhelmingly true with this Senior Expedition. When I 

entered EXP, I had potential plans to incorporate a paddling and climbing expedition into a 

caving convention trip to Australia.  The option of New Zealand was also open.  Beyond the 

obvious limitations of cost and finding student partners I struggled with finding a purpose that 

had more depth than just completing an academic requirement, and just exploring a new place, 

however worthy those are.  In effect, this became my initial goal: plan and execute a meaningful 

climbing trip with intentional opportunities for personal growth (because that is what is 

important to me).   

This Senior Expedition actually originated as a “for-fun” group climbing trip to prepare 

for our individual climbing expeditions.  Maeghan, Aaron, Alex and I all desired an extended 

period of time dedicated to building our foundational skills.  We figured out what was accessible, 

inexpensive and fit our climbing abilities.  Gradually this trip morphed into a joint Senior 

Expedition because it easily fit the basic objective of completing a course and the goals of 

exploring new places and improving as relatively new climbers.  It was practical.   

In the process of working together, I realized how much “purpose” comes from other 

people.  Having shared goals and objectives (as well as sharing individuals ones) creates a 

powerfully supportive atmosphere, surely the best kind of place for personal growth which so 

often comes at times of vulnerability and challenge.  As our friendly group became an invested 
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team, this relatively straightforward expedition took on a new dimension, one highly focused on 

intrapersonal and interpersonal growth.   

Our senior expedition falls into the big picture goals of developing myself as a climber, 

friend and spirit over the summer and bringing that with me into the following year of travel and 

adventure.   I am constantly challenged by perceived limitations and a fear of failing.  Executing 

this climbing expedition will hopefully 

inspire confidence in both climbing and 

personal integrity. Starting the next phase 

of post-college life with a specific plan 

with highly supportive friends to 

accomplish measurable goals, gain 

confidence in my technical skills and 

experience in new locations as well as 

opportunities for making consequential 

decisions will undoubtedly serve me in 

the future. I want to bring these 

expeditionary concepts with me into a less planned journey farther away from what is known and 

comfortable, in order to feel competent to work with new people, build new relationships, 

explore new environments, and work in the outdoor industry abroad. 

    In order to pursue such abstract goals, I will use specific and measurable objectives 

that build on each other to outline a track or progression.  To build climbing confidence: I will 

practice falling at least three times in the Red on slightly overhung bolted climbs, when it is 

extremely unlikely to deck or swing (absolutes are moot).  I will place gear above a bolt and fall 

Figure 9: Contemplative Climbing at 17,000 feet. Unnamed Peak, 
Machherma. Photo: Aaron Stone 
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on it at least three times to test my placements.  I will decrease time it takes for transitions on 

multipitches.  I will decrease time and effort needed to determine what gear I need to bring and 

what gear to place.  I will improve my focus needed for route finding by reviewing routes 

beforehand and bringing descriptions on multipitches.  

To expand personal growth: I will reinforce being present and intentional by using 

specific meditation techniques twice a week and including these experiences in the course 

reflective journal.  I will practice yoga at least twice a week.  I will practice eliminating negative 

self-talk, detachment from fear, and remaining intentional in thought, speech and action.   
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Guidelines (What) 
 

“Rules are for the guidance of wise men and the obedience of fools.” 
 
Douglas Bader10 

 
 

The expedition must follow required academic guidelines as well as ones developed by 

team members. Such guidelines exist to support a standardized curriculum, but more so to 

solidify the purpose and goals of the expedition and the practices that will be used to execute it. 

Detailed planning, practiced technique, dynamic decision-making, and analytic reflection are 

built into the requirements of successfully completing a Senior Expedition. 

 
Expedition: Aaron Stone, Maeghan Farnham, 

Jenn Beckler and Alex McLaren will spend 4 

weeks rock climbing at Red River Gorge, KY; 

Linville Gorge, NC; and Seneca Rocks, WV; in 

May/June 2014. 

 
Follow “Leave No Trace” Ethics 

“Leave No Trace” (LNT)11 is an ethical 

model of outdoor travel and living. As a non-

profit organization, LNT is mainly an educational body that promotes low-impact use of 

wilderness and recreation areas. There are seven LNT principles that will be considered by all 

expedition members throughout the duration of the expedition in the following ways: 

10 Bader, Douglas. “Rules are for the..." on Changemakrs.com.  Web. 1 May 2014. 
<http://www.changemakrs.com/DouglasBader/rules-are-for-the-guidance-of-wise-men>. 
11 "The Leave No Trace Seven Principles." Home. N.p., n.d. Web. 20 Mar. 2014. <https://lnt.org/learn/7-principles>. 

Figure 10: Aaron and Maeg visiting SUNY Plattsburgh a year before 
joining EXP. Photo: Diane Stone 
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LNT 1:  Plan Ahead and Prepare 

This expedition is triple the length of the 10-day minimum in three different 

locations.  The three senior members of the expedition team are each taking a leadership role in 

researching the natural history, weather, culture, climbing tradition, regulations, hazards and 

special concerns for one location. 

Gaining an in-depth understanding of the areas we will be climbing and living in allow us 

to prepare as best we can to achieve our goals, mitigate risk,  minimize our environmental 

impact, limit our “outsiderness” and absorb the sense of place.   

Red River Gorge, Kentucky        Jenn Beckler 

Linville Gorge, North Carolina    Aaron Stone 

Seneca Rocks, West Virginia       Maeghan Farnham 

LNT 2:  Travel and Camp on Durable Surface 

The expedition team will be utilizing campgrounds at Seneca Rocks and Red River 

Gorge where well established campsites will prevent us from affecting wilderness areas.  At 

Linville Gorge there is backcountry camping but these are also established campsites, where we 

will not further impact the environment. We will only be climbing well established routes, 

therefore will use established trails. 

LNT 3:  Dispose of Waste Properly 

At campgrounds we will be able to dispose of waste in provided receptacles.  At Linville 

Gorge we will pack out all trash and dig catholes for human waste.  An LNT cathole is 6 to 8 

inches deep, at least 200 feet from water, camp and trails, and is not noticeable.  Only small 
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amounts of biodegradable soap will be used when necessary.  Gray water from dishes or washing 

will be scattered, away from camp.   

LNT 4: Leave What You Find 

Historic and natural objects will be left in place and undisturbed. 

LNT 5: Minimize Campfire Impacts 

The majority of the expedition we will be staying at designated campsites and will only 

use provided fire rings.  We will not be transporting firewood across the country which could 

introduce invasive species or disease.  All cooking will be done on camp stoves.      

LNT 6: Respect Wildlife 

There are a greater variety of dangerous animals in the Southeast in comparison to the 

Northeast, rattle snakes and poisonous spiders being the main concern.  The expedition team will 

respect wildlife by avoidance, keeping our distance and food to ourselves.   

LNT 7: Be Considerate of Other Visitors 

As a small group, we can keep our presence contained at our campsites, at the crag and in 

the car.  We appreciate outdoor settings that remind us more of wilderness than other 

people.  Climbing ethics  requires us to climb within our abilities and never create dangerous 

situations for ourselves or others.   
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Follow Minimalist Equipment Ethics 

Minimalist equipment ethics is a philosophy of backcountry living and travel that uses 

equipment and supplies as efficiently as possible to eliminate weight and conserve energy while 

still allowing self-sufficiency. This practice requires reserving energy to deal with unforeseen 

challenges. This is a necessary characteristic of an outdoor leader. 

The majority of this expedition involves car camping, to which minimalist equipment 

ethics does not apply because campgrounds are considered frontcountry. We will be backcountry 

camping in Linville Gorge, but it is unlikely we will be changing base camps and the designated 

areas are only 1-2 miles from the parking area. 

Minimalist equipment ethics incorporates the styles of climbing we will be participating 

in during our expedition. Our expedition requires the use of sport climbing equipment and 

traditional climbing protection. All of our protection can be removed and we will be climbing 

under our own strength.  We plan on only using gear that will keep us safe in the event of a fall 

instead of relying on gear to get us to the top. An example of climbing by using gear to move 

forward would be aid climbing and ascending a fixed line. 

 
Be Unsupported 

We will not be accompanied by any other instructor, guide, or more experienced climber 

throughout this expedition. We will be as self-sufficient as possible in all aspects of planning, 

travel, camping, and cooking as these things are also more financially accessible when done on 

our own. All decisions and actions regarding climbing will of course be completely unsupported 

by anyone other than the expedition team members. 
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Advance Personal Skills 

The primary goals for all team members is to improve our climbing skills and increase 

our confidence in climbing systems, rope management and general multi-pitch efficiency.  We, 

as a team, are looking forward to the continuity of our academic EXP experience moving 

immediately into our extended climbing expedition. Being an expedition that is the results of 

months of planning takes a lot of stress and work out of the actual expedition. Our whole 

expedition will allow us a months time of learning, and developing our skills in a dynamic 

environment. Responding to situations everyday will advance our personal skills in great ways. 

 
Time Frame that Establishes Self-Reliance 

This 4-week expedition requires that we take care of ourselves and each other in order to 

climb well throughout the trip.  Climbing 4-6 days in each location will require that we 

effectively plan our itinerary considering length and difficulty of routes, weather, popularity, 

location/approach and our present state of ability.  We will be reliant only upon our own 

judgement to make these decisions.   

A month of strenuous and technical activity with the same small group of people is apt to 

have challenging moments physically, mentally and emotionally.  Our general health and 

wellness, group dynamic, and climbing mindset needs to be nurtured with goal recognition, 

healthy food, quality rest, solo time, and good silly fun.   
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Be Planned and Executed by Students 

Aaron Stone, Maeghan Farnham, and Jenn Beckler are seniors in Expeditionary Studies 

and are collectively planning and executing this expedition.  We will also be accompanied by 

EXP rising junior Alex McLaren.   

 
Be of sufficient difficulty to make failure a possibility, but sufficiently flexible to allow 

dangers to be avoided when possible 

Duration is the more challenging aspect of this expedition, because we plan on climbing 

well within our abilities.  We must be deliberate in our route choices and remain physically fit 

enough to climb for the full extent of our planned expedition.  As relatively new climbers, our 

awareness will be focused on route finding and improving our proficiency.  On the contrary, a 

month provides plenty of time to complete 10 required days of climbing despite unforeseen 

obstacles.   

 
Be outside a familiar area and 100 mile exclusion zone of hometown and Plattsburgh, NY 

The planned expedition does not fall within 100 miles of Plattsburgh, expedition 

members' hometowns and areas of familiarity. 

Distance of closest climbing area from members' hometowns:12 

Jenn Beckler: Pottersville, NY     740 miles 

Maeghan Farnham: Forestville, NY     360 miles 

Aaron Stone: Forestville, NY      370 miles  

Alex McLaren: Albany, NY         650 miles 

 
 

12 "Travel Distance from NY." Google Maps. N.p., n.d. Web. 5 May 2014. <https://plus.google.com/+GoogleMaps>. 
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Be justified based on the nature and explanation of identified outcomes (objectives) 

Our team collectively picked different areas in the Eastern US to minimize travel time 

and that would allow us to pursue our primary climbing goals. As primarily 5.8 climbers, our 

interests lie in becoming more proficient at route finding and system efficiency on multi-pitches 

and improving our leading abilities in both trad and sport climbing. The areas chosen will allow 

us to climb on a variety of rock, both trad and sport multi-pitch routes, camp in both campground 

and backcountry settings, pursue personal interest on rest days (caves, camera work, and 

bluegrass) and spend more time in the field than in the car. 

 
Exceed 300 Level EXP course expeditions in level of challenge and duration 

Our expedition greater than 10 days, therefore exceeding 300 level classes in duration. As 

a student led expedition, we will be leading all of the climbs and constantly reevaluating 

attainable objectives and risk which also exceeds student responsibility in 300 level courses.   

 
Add value to your profile as a member of the adventure industry 

The variety of Southeast climbing we will have by visiting 3 different locations during 

the expedition will enhance our trip logs. The increased logistical planning to travel with a four-

person team to multiple locations also adds value to our leadership capacities. We want to 

develop more technical rope skills which we can apply to rescue and filming/photography which 

will be be evident in the Senior Expedition Presentation. This trip is also allowing us to have a 

period of practice and skill development before we go on to do bigger and better things. This 

constant pushing and development reflects on our drive to learn. With reflection at the end of our 

adventures will come a feeling of growth that we can apply to our future positions in outdoor 

companies and as members of the adventure industry. 
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Be completed with a publication or presentation 

Storytelling is a craft that is easy to do but hard to master. We hope to improve our ability 

to share stories through images and film. We have seen, first hand, the effects of a powerful 

image on people and we hope to maybe inspire someone to live their dream by sharing the story 

of ours.  Fortunately, the importance of storytelling has been emphasized throughout our time at 

SUNY Plattsburgh and after each field course we must give public presentations capturing the 

major themes of the expedition.  We have learned that the most engaging presentations are those 

describing the  human connections, the trials and tribulations, and the sense of place, rather than 

a consecutive day-by-day account.  We plan to document our expedition in digital photography, 

video journals and candid video to create both a slide show and short film about all that it takes 

to just “start out.”  We want to capture the “behind the scenes” of a climbing adventure by 

including interviews on planning and logistics, as well as shots of the cragging lifestyle, and 

climbing of course!   

Team members Aaron and Maeghan, own Wanderlove Photography, love focusing their 

work on adventure and people with outdoor lifestyles. They have two professional level cameras, 

a slue of lenses, and all the necessary editing ware to produce these objectives. Wanderlove 

Photography will communicate our progress on their blog and social media platforms and post 

the video upon completion.  In this joint effort, all members are excited to practice new  rope 

skills and techniques to capture desired shots and help create a bomber Senior Expedition 

Presentation that will be given in October 2014 at SUNY Plattsburgh.  To see photos of this 

expedition check out the following websites:     

www.wanderlovephotography.com    www.facebook.com/wanderlovephoto 

 
 

 

http://www.wanderlovephotography.com/
http://www.wanderlovephotography.com/
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Specific Guidelines for Climbing Proposals 

Show evidence of additional training 

Team members will train physically, psychologically, technically and tactically (PPTT) 

before the expedition. This acronym has resurfaced throughout EXP courses as a tool for self 

assessment. Looking forward to a challenging expedition, we have applied PPTT to how we 

should prepare ourselves for the future based on what we know from previous experience. 

Every member will follow the shared general fitness plan, adjusting specifics 

appropriately (weight, repetitions, distance, etc) and record their physical progress. This will 

enforce individual accountability and dedication to team success. Mental and technical 

preparation comes with planning the expedition, completing a rock leadership course 

immediately before leaving, and climbing as a group before we leave. A shakedown trip will 

occur several weeks before the expedition. Tactical preparation is more likely to be learned 

experientially, as this is the team's first climbing expedition of this length. We can plan based on 

course requirements, goals, objectives and to mitigate risk, but our strategy of accomplishment is 

likely to develop in the field. 

 

Include a minimum of six pitches per day 

The expedition involves climbing 5-6 days in each of the 3 different locations. This 

provides more than enough single and multi-pitch routes appropriate for our skill level. We are 

also following a fitness and training program to be beyond the physical condition necessary to 

climb six pitches per day for 4-6 days in a row. 
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Cannot be single-pitch, top-roping, or bouldering focused 

The expedition team will complete a minimum of 10 days that involve 1-4 multi-pitches 

per day, depending on the length and difficulty of each route. Our itinerary supports this 

requirement by going to the locations that provide shorter or single-pitch opportunities to prepare 

for the longer most appropriate multi-pitches second.   

 

Be planned to exceed all requirements in order to allow for partial failure or plan 

modification 

This month-long expedition will provide sufficient time to complete the 10-day 

minimum. In the event of bad weather we will have the time to wait it out.  In the event any area 

becomes inaccessible, we can easily change locations due to the proximity of the climbing areas. 

With a team of four, we will still be able to travel and climb even if one or two people cannot 

remain on the expedition.  We will have two vehicles and plenty of gear to keep climbing despite 

potential breakdowns or gear loss. In effect, our extended expedition is our contingency plan. 
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Leadership (How) 
 

“What makes a good leader? Extroversion? Courage? The ability to say “no”?  

Are leaders born, or are they made? These are all questions that I ask myself.  

When I compare my traits with the traits of a “good leader”, they don’t match up.  

I’m introverted, non-confrontational, and I don’t like talking in front of groups.  

How in the world am I supposed to lead an expedition?” 

                                               Maeghan Farnham 

 
To answer these pertinent questions, the team delved into learning more about leadership 

styles and personality traits. We aimed to find what the desired traits in leaders were and when 

those traits are best used or held back.   We began with three basic leadership styles including 

Authoritarian (autocratic), Delegative (laissez-faire) and Participative (democratic).  However in 

our opinion, the ideal leadership traits come from the Big Five Theory as well as the 

Transformative Leadership style.  Each member of the group also self-identified his or her own 

personality type according to the Myers-Briggs Personality Type Indicator (previously 

mentioned in the Team section) and together we discussed how our personalities enhance and 

clash with one another’s.   

The goal behind recognizing traits and abilities is to raise self awareness, appreciate each 

others’ strengths and weaknesses, and ultimately improve communication and understanding 

among team members. This awareness and understanding can then manifest in our decision 

making process.   
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Leadership Styles13        

Authoritarian Leadership is usually viewed as dictatorship. An Authoritarian leader will 

tell people what to do, when to do it, and how it should be done. If the person does not meet the 

demands, they are reprimanded. There is a clear line between the leader and the follower, and the 

leader makes decisions with little or no input from anyone else. This style of leadership is 

appropriate sometimes, when there is little time for decision-making, but it is usually not 

preferred because it does not allow for much creativity.  It is important for climbing team 

members to have input, because they need to be comfortable in every situation. This style is 

inappropriate for our joint climbing expedition, with the exception of an emergency. It is much 

easier to make decisions in times of panic if one person takes control of the situation. 

Delegative Leadership leaves the decision making up to the group members. Obviously, 

this style would lead to a lack of motivation and organization. This type of leadership works best 

when a group of highly skilled professionals make up a team. Their knowledge base allows them 

to make the decisions on their own, but the lack of organization can still be problematic. This 

leadership style could potentially work on a climbing expedition. In fact, it is probably the one 

used most often, because no one wants to assume the role of a leader. Also, climbing requires a 

lot of individual decision-making that does not require leader approval. An example of that is 

what piece of gear should be placed while lead climbing. That decision is made by whoever is 

leading the pitch, and it probably isn’t going to be discussed with the “leader” (unless there is a 

big problem). 

Participative leadership style is thought to be the most popular of the three. Participative 

leaders offer guidance and also allow input from other members. Though this style allows other 

13 "Learn the Three Major Styles of Leadership." About.com Psychology. Web. 18 Apr. 2014 . 
<http://psychology.about.com/od/leadership/a/leadstyles.htm> 
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team members to participate, the leader has the final say in the end. Practically speaking, this 

seems like the best leadership style for our climbing expedition because each team member has 

done considerably more research for one location.  At the Red River Gorge Jenn will be the 

“acting leader,” while Aaron will lead at Linville Gorge and Maeghan at Seneca Rocks.  This 

allows all team members to raise any concerns that they have, while minimizing indecision.  

 

Leadership Traits14 

          One of the most popular theories on traits and leadership is the Big Five Theory.15 This 

study suggests that the most effective leaders are stable, social, original, somewhat agreeable, 

and conscientious.  Leaders need emotional stability. They are able to keep calm and make 

decisions in stressful situations. Leaders are typically social, or extroverted. It is easier for social 

people to assume leadership roles than it is for introverted people. This is because they enjoy 

talking to people, and are easy to converse with. Originality is an important leadership trait. 

Creativity allows a person to find new ways of doing things, rather than just following the norm. 

Leaders cannot always be agreeable. This doesn’t mean that they should always be 

argumentative, but they shouldn’t change their point of view without some kind of argument. 

They need to stick to their guns. Conscientiousness is another important leadership trait. A leader 

should be highly focused on a goal, and not let outside factors distract them. 

          Aaron and Jenn generally feel pretty comfortable in leadership positions, assuming they 

have the requisite skills for the activity. Considering Maeghan’s concern about her own 

14 IAAP. "The Big 5 Personality Traits of Leaders." IAAP. Web. 18 Apr. 2014 <www.iaap-hq.org/blog/iaap/big-5-personality-
traits-leaders> 
15 Brusman, M. "Leadership Personality." Working Resources. N.p., n.d. Web. 16 Apr. 2014. 
<http://www.workingresources.com/nss-folder/pdffolder/LeadershipPersonality.pdf>. 
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leadership traits, seen in the opening quote, she took an online personality test,16 to learn more 

about how she fit into the Big Five theory.   

Maeghan’s results: 

Stable  very high  extremely relaxed, calm, secure, and optimistic 

Social  moderately low reclusive, quiet, unassertive, and private. 

Original medium  moderately intellectually, curious, and imaginative 

Agreeable moderately high overly organized, neat, structured and restrained at the 

expense of flexibility, variety, spontaneity, and fun 

Conscientiousness     mod high      sometimes overly kind natured, trusting, and helpful at 

the expense of your own individual development 

 
          Maeg found the above results to be pretty accurate. According to the Big Five, she is not 

considered an ideal leader; however this test result is more of an awareness tool than a static 

description.  By understanding what Maeghan feels uncomfortable with when leading, Aaron and 

Jenn can adjust their own tendencies as both followers and leaders to support her leadership 

growth.  In understanding each other we also come to understand ourselves, as so much of what 

we find different or difficult in other people actually mirrors our own lacking or insecurities.17 

Of course, each of the presented leadership styles has strengths and weaknesses 

depending on the group’s needs. Good outdoor leaders seeking to increase a group’s 

independence and decision making will use all of these styles at different times. The Conditional 

Outdoor Leadership Theory (COLT) 18 shows how a leader’s influence will increase and decrease 

depending on environmental, emotional, social and technical conditions of the group.  The lower the 

16 Flynn, Tyler. "Personality Test." SimilarMinds.com. N.p., n.d. Web. 12 
Sept.2014.<http://similarminds.com/personality_tests.html>. 
17 Osho.  Fear, Understanding and Accepting the Insecurities of Life.  New York: St. Martin’s Press, 2012.  Print. 
18 Priest, Simon, and Michael A. Gass. Effective leadership in adventure programming. Champaign, IL: Human Kinetics, 1997. 
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consequences of these conditions, the less influence the leader must maintain over the group and vice 

versa.   

A comprehensive leadership style that involves all of the above roles and incorporates conditional 

judgement calls as well as the missing links of human connection and motivation is the Transformational 

Leadership Style.19  This resonates most with how our team would like operate.  Transformational leading 

seeks to build a synergistic relationship that raises the “morality and motivation” of both leader and the 

led in order to achieve the collective goal.  Therefore this leadership model that focuses on human 

relationships and individual potential as a means to complete a collective  task or goal is what we believe 

to be ideal.  The key aspects of transformational leadership, coined by James McGregor Burns in 1978, 

includes the following: 20 

• Is a model of integrity and fairness. 
• Sets clear goals. 
• Has high expectations. 
• Encourages others. 
• Provides support and recognition. 
• Stirs the emotions of people. 
• Gets people to look beyond their self-interest. 
• Inspires people to reach for the improbable. 

Leadership is so influential to expeditions that it includes a second quote: 

 
“The challenge of leadership is to be strong, but not rude;  

be kind, but not weak; be bold, but not bully; be thoughtful, but not lazy; 

be humble, but not timid; be proud, but not arrogant; have humor, but without folly.”     

Jim Rohn 21 

19 Bass, Bernard M.. Transformational leadership: industrial, military, and educational impact. Mahwah, N.J.: Lawrence 
Erlbaum Associates, 1998. Print. 
20 "Transformational Leadership: Becoming an Inspirational Leader." Transformational Leadership. N.p., n.d. Web. 11 Sept. 
2014. <http://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/transformational-leadership.htm>. 
21 "Jim Rohn quotes." Thinkexist.com. ThinkExist, n.d. Web. 25 Mar. 
2014.<http://thinkexist.com/quotation/the_challenge_of_leadership_is_to_be_strong-but/261556.html>. 
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Decision Making (How) 
 

“Even now, supposedly older and wiser, I make my most fundamental life decisions 

impetuously, based on what feels right inside, and I never look back.”          

Steph Davis22 

In the immediately consequential activity of rock climbing, decision making needs to be 

developed as a skill just as hand jamming or anchor building.  Specifically, intuition needs to be 

cultivated and the mind needs to remain present to make accurate and appropriate decisions.  

Intuition is a miraculous gift of living things and if allowed to become a skill, extremely helpful 

in decision making.  Commonly, in our fast paced Western society driven largely by 

accumulating material possessions and accredited achievements, we spend a lot of time making 

our decisions based on “shoulds” instead of our own intuition.  Unfortunately, the very notion of 

“should” means that we are focusing on the future rather than the present.  And this mindset 

hinders the art and act of rock climbing.  The concept of remaining present while rock climbing 

is addressed at length in the Training chapter, so for now we will explore intuition, the flow state, 

and expedition specific decision making skills and preparations. 

 Intuition allows us to make decisions that are in line with our deepest values, our path if 

you will.  Although previously used in this proposal, the following statement by Alan Watts 

helps express my point; “no work of love will flourish out of guilt, fear or hollowness of heart, 

just as no valid plans for the future can be made by those who have no capacity for living 

now.”23  One must be fully aware of the current moment to be able to respond to a situation 

effectively; the “impetuous” decisions lead to “serendipitous” events, when seemingly random 

22 Davis, Steph. High Infatuation: A Climber's Guide to Love and Gravity. WA: Mountaineers Books, 2007.Print. 
23  Boldt, Laurence G.. Zen and the Art of Making a Living: a practical guide to creative career design. New York, N.Y.: Arkana, 
1993. Print. 
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things fall perfectly into the place.  This can be applied psychologically to athletic endeavors as 

well, and is recognized as “flow state.”24  Flow state is when you are in action but seem to be 

outside yourself, your decisions are being made effortlessly; it all just seems to flow.   

Psychologist Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi said in his 2004 TEDTalk, “obviously that this 

automatic spontaneous process…can only happen to someone who is very well trained, and who 

has developed technique” and can allow their intuition to take full command.  A tossed around 

statistic for which I have no source says that it takes at least ten years or 10,000 hours to master a 

skill.  Thankfully you do not have to be a master to enter flow state, you just need to be 

appropriately challenged for the skill base you currently possess.  This conducive environment of 

high challenge and high skill also needs an active participant that allows themselves the freedom 

to flow without insecurities or criticisms. These obstacle can only disappear with adequate 

technical preparation and the allowance of intuition.  The following list was taken from 

Csikszentmihalyi’s presentation slides the following describe just how it feels to be in a state of 

flow: 

1. Completely involved in what we are doing--focused and concentrated. 

2. A sense of ecstasy--of being outside everyday reality 

3. Great inner clarity--knowing what needs to be done, and how well we are doing 

4. Knowing that the activity is doable--that our skills are adequate to the task 

5. A sense of serenity—no worries about oneself, and a feeling of growing beyond the 

boundaries of the ego 

6. Timelessness—thoroughly focused on the present, hours seem to pass in minutes 

7. Intrinsic motivation—whatever produces flow becomes its own reward  

24  "Flow, the secret to happiness." Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi:. N.p., n.d. Web. 11 Sept. 2014. 
<http://www.ted.com/talks/mihaly_csikszentmihalyi_on_flow?language=en#t-565179>. 
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In a romantically stated way, to allow intuition to develop is essentially to follow one’s heart.  

In a very interesting read by Stephen Harrod Buhner, The Secret Teachings of Plants: The 

Intelligence of the Heart in the Direct Perception of Nature, he explores how both indigenous 

and Western peoples developed plant medicine (that is the foundation for today’s pharmaceutical 

progress) by intuiting plant information.  He states, “the heart-centered mode of perception can be 

exceptionally accurate and detailed in its information gathering capacities if, as indigenous and ancient 

peoples asserted, the heart’s ability as an organ of perception is developed.” 25   

The heart is partially made up of neurological cells; therefore the heart essentially has its own 

brain.  If allowed to think for itself and learn through experience as our brains and minds do, the 

heart has the potential to make really good choices.  Generally, Westerners are not accustomed to 

leading our lives this way, since we are more directed by obligations than our own feelings.  If 

intuition is not regularly given opportunities to grow and develop it sometimes gets coupled with 

rash decisions formed by our more demanding egos.   

When we need to make the most important decisions, ones which will keep us alive in a 

potentially fatal circumstance, it is obviously important to remain highly concentrated.  This can 

be hard to do when emotions are running high as we put ourselves along with others into 

stressful situations.  The more adept the intuition is, the more available the mind is, even in 

chaos, to reading team mates and processing information about the environment and situation.   

 Expeditionary decision making has just as much to do with preliminary development just 

as development of the intuition and honing skills enough to be able to enter the flow state.  

Situational experience is needed in a wide variety places with a wide variety of people to gain as 

much insight as possible into what climbing trip are like and what kind of unexpected events 

25 Buhner, Stephen Harrod. The secret teachings of plants: the intelligence of the heart in the direct perception of nature. 
Rochester, Vt.: Bear & Co., 2004. Print. 
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may happen.  Such experiences can be considered training only if a conscious effort is made to 

debrief the experience and remember lessons learned.   

 

Making Decisions in Groups 

          Often times making decisions in groups can be harder than making them alone. Decisions 

in groups must take other people’s thoughts and feelings into consideration. Sometimes, the 

thoughts and feelings of other group members are not helpful to the situation at hand. We realize 

that there are many different ways to make decisions in groups, so we decided to look into it. 

What we found was the seven methods of decision-making in a group setting according to the 

Foundation Coalition.26 

          According to the article, the best group decision is not thought of by a single individual, is 

a sound solution to the problem, is based on unbiased input from each team member, and 

addresses the team’s goal for the decision making process.  That being said, there are seven 

different methods that teams can use to make decisions. They are: 

1.     Decision made by authority without group discussion. This is a quick and easy 

method, but works best in positions of high authority (work). 

2.     Decision by expert. This only works when one member of the group has high 

expertise in a certain area. 

3.     Decision by averaging individuals’ opinions. This is done by asking each team 

member, in private, what their opinion is, and then averaging the opinions together. This 

is good when the team does not have time for an argument. 

26 "Effective Decision Making in Teams ." Foundation Coalition. N.p., n.d. Web. 19 Apr. 2014. 
<http://www.foundationcoalition.org/publications/brochures/effective_decision_making.pdf>. 
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4.     Decision made by authority after group discussion. This method is good because it 

allows input from team members, but the “leader” will still have the final say. 

5.     Decision by minority. This is taking a number of people who make up less than 50% 

of the team, and letting them make the decision. This is most effective when many 

decisions need to be made in a short period of time. Unfortunately, it tends to cause group 

conflict. 

6.     Decision by majority vote. This is seemingly the fairest way to make a decision, but 

not always the most effective. 

7.     Decision by consensus. This is said to be the most effective method, because every 

group member is in agreement, and feels that they were able to voice their opinion.   

 

Another aspect of decision-making that we need to think about is the steps involved in 

making decisions. According to Dr. Nido Qubein, international speaker and expert on 

communication and leadership, there are six steps to making great decisions.27 The first is to 

identify the issue, followed by analyzing the issue.  Before getting too dedicated to the “most 

obvious” solution, be sure to generate several alternatives and try to think outside the box. The 

next step is to select a specific alternative. Next the group can implement the decision and then 

evaluate the results. 

Following these steps, specifically number six, allows teams to learn from their mistakes, 

and develop as better decision-makers. We think it would be interesting to consciously follow 

these steps while on our expedition, and write down the process. 

         

27 "Six Steps to Making Great Decisions - SpeakersOffice." SpeakersOffice. N.p., n.d. Web. 25 Mar. 2014. 
<http://www.speakersoffice.com/six-steps-to-making-great-decisions-by-dr-nido-qubein/>. 
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We can also exercise our decision making skills by imagining situations that would 

demand a strong leadership presence so we will be more likely to respond appropriately than 

react ineffectively.  Based on other people’s expeditions and shorter trips, we can foresee the 

following situations creating conflict or danger: climbing with people outside the group, deciding 

to continue a strongly desired route when weather or psyches are failing, who leads what routes, 

an injury or illness, and an unsafe practice being employed.  

 A decision making concern is that all four team members generally avoid confrontation 

and seek solutions that won’t ruffle any feathers. Some of the above scenarios are more 

obviously dangerous than others, but safety is one baseline that will require us to voice a 

problem immediately and hopefully offer a solution as well. Maintaining a high level of 

respectful communication and authenticity is a supplementary goal. 

The likelihood of climbing with other people besides our small group is relatively high 

based on the fact we are going to very popular areas for springtime climbing.  It is never totally 

avoidable especially when on multipitches.  In this situation we are only willing to climb with 

others after observing their techniques and equipment.  Because we are moving locations 

weekly, it is unlikely that we will have long term add-ons, which is not appropriate for the 

entirety of the trip.  Again safety must always be our number one priority and if in doubt about 

having time to climb before weather or stamina run out I will vocalize this priority.   

Deciding who gets to lead the “fun” pitches versus the boring/harder/scarier pitches is a 

more amorphous decision but again, the deciding factor should be safety over desire.  Depending 

on the consequence of a fall, ability may take precedent over desire or “fair turns.”  Lastly, an 

injury, illness or unsafe practice should obviously be addressed immediately, without harsh 

criticism or judgment, and more importantly a quick response to the victim or potential victim, ei 
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leading by example.  It is even more effective to discuss such situations with the entire group in 

preparation for the expedition and is in fact a crucial part of the Risk Management Plan.  

Although we wish to practice and develop our own leadership skills, it is more likely that 

our small group will actually function as a leaderless group, building consensus to make 

decisions.  In Climbing: Expedition Planning, groups of four or less people carrying out 

expeditions that don’t require permits or a distinct point person are able to manage without a 

designated leader.  It is helpful to decide before the expedition if major decisions are going to be 

decided by majority rules vote or by consensus building.28  

During our expedition, each team member will be the “leader” of a certain area. This 

means that they will take responsibility for communicating our itinerary, our “no-go standards,” 

and being sure our actions will not break any single team member’s personal promises, discussed 

in the Team section. A decision that does so will be immediately overruled.  In general, we will 

make decisions based on consensus. 

 
 
 
 
 

  

28 Soles, Clyde, and Phil Powers. Climbing: expedition planning. Seattle, WA: Mountaineers Books, 2003. Print. 
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Expedition Planning 
 

 
 

Training   -    Nutrition    -    Equipment   -   Budget    -    Risk Management   
 

 

 

“A dream without a plan is just a wish.”      

Antoine De Saint-Exupéry29 

 
  
  
  
  

  
  

  

29 Soroka, Laurence.  "Syllabus Discussion." EXP 435. SUNY Plattsburgh. Broad 102, Plattburgh. 8 Sept. 2013. Class lecture. 

Figure 11: Expedition Planning can drive you a little crazy… Jenn 
pretending to call for an evac after a sea kayaking route 
changed (again!) and tidal information needed to be 
recalculated (again!)  Photo: Aaron Stone, the rascal. 
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Training 
 

“No matter how long you train someone to be brave, 

you never know if they are or not until something real happens.” 

Veronica Roth, Insurgent30  

       

This expedition should push our limits physically, psychologically, tactically, and 

technically. In order to thrive within these new limits, we should have a plan to improve 

ourselves before and throughout the expedition. Said plan will give us a timeline, as well as an 

outline of our goals and objectives. 

      Training should address several areas. Using the PPTT31 acronym allows us to categorize our 

training into different areas; Physical, Psychological, Tactical, and Technical (haveseakayaks). 

The physical piece includes a fitness plan that is measurable, time sensitive, and within our 

limits. Next is the psychological aspect. Being psychologically sound on an expedition is 

sometimes more important than being physically fit, especially when it comes to 

climbing.  Tactical preparation deals with logistics, such as route planning, budget planning, and 

meal planning. Technical skills are also important, especially on a climbing expedition like ours. 

Technical training, in our case, mostly deals with rope skills, rescue skills, and placing gear. 

 
 
 

 

 

30 "Quotes About Training." (100 quotes). N.p., n.d. Web. 1 May 2014.<http://www.goodreads.com/quotes/tag/training?page=1>. 
31 "BCU Long Term Paddler Development." British Canoe Union. N.p., n.d. Web. 3 Apr. 2014. <http://www.canoe-
england.org.uk/media/pdf/BCU%20Level%202%20Assessment%> 
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Physical 

          It is important to keep in mind that exercise and training are not the same thing. Exercise is 

used to build up your general fitness, while training is very area specific. Exercise should build 

cardio ability, strength and endurance. 

Cardio workouts are aerobic exercises that bring and keep heart rate up, such as jogging 

and cycling.32 Strength is referring to the ability of a muscle or muscle group to exert force, in 

order to overcome the most resistance in one effort.  Power is defined as the amount of work 

performed per unit of time.  Muscular endurance is the ability of a muscle or muscle group to 

exert force to overcome a resistance many times.33  Professional alpine climber, Mark Twight 

writes in Extreme Alpinism, that cardiovascular ability should be worked on first, followed by 

strength/power, and then endurance should be built in both areas.34 Keep in mind that these 

things are being worked on for several weeks at a time. Others say that all three should be 

worked on at the same time, during the same workout or week. The results are dependent on the 

participant. 

Once fitness is built up through exercise, training can begin. Training is focused on the 

area specific to an expedition, and the workouts should be focused around that. In our case, once 

we have built up our general fitness using the training plan, we can start out climbing specific 

training plan, which can be seen in Appendix 1. 

32 Plowman, Sharon A., and Denise L. Smith. Exercise physiology for health, fitness, and performance. 3rd ed. Philadelphia: 
Wolters Kluwer Health/Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2011. Print. 
33 "Define Strength, Power & Muscular Endurance." LIVESTRONG.com,  LIVESTRONG.com,21 Oct. 2013. Web. 7 Apr. 2014. 
<http://www.livestrong.com/article/115549-definestrength-power-muscular-endurance/>. 
34 Twight, Mark F. Extreme Alpinism: Climbing Light, Fast, and High. WA: The Mountaineers, 1999. Print.     
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When creating a fitness and training plan, it is beneficial to use SMARTER goal 

setting.35 The “S” stands for Specific. The plan should be specific, rather than vague. For 

example, rather than saying that we are going to focus on stretching on Thursday, we say that we 

are going to do 30 minutes of yoga focusing on sore areas, and 30 minutes of yoga focusing on 

strength on Thursday. We could have even been more specific and set a time to do the workout. 

Being specific eliminates options and thinking, resulting in a more successful plan.  

“M” is for measurable. Fitness and training should be able to be measured over time. Our 

fitness plan includes a chart that allows us to record weight and repetition throughout the weeks, 

as well as a time log. The logs help us see our improvement over time. Training for climbing is 

easily measurable because we see progress every time we repeat a climb. If one of us couldn’t 

climb a certain 5.9 pitch one week, but could do so a few weeks later, we have obviously 

improved.  

“Attainable” comes next.  Our plan should be something that we can actually do. For 

example, we didn’t plan to work out 4 hours a day, five days a week because we don’t have time 

to do so. Also, rather than planning workouts that we are physically incapable of doing, we 

created a plan that allows us to slowly work up to a higher level. “R” is for relevant. All training 

should be relevant to the activity we are training for. We are not going to practice our kayaking 

paddle strokes in preparation for our climbing expedition. We will follow a climbing specific 

training plan.  “T” is for time specific. We should have a time when we would like to complete 

our fitness training and goals by. Without an end goal, we will be less motivated to finish, or 

may not even know where we want to be. Our plan is time specific because it ends on May 15th, 

35 Maynard, Steven. "SMARTER Goal Setting." EXP 121 Outdoor Living Skills. Expeditionary Studies. SUNY Plattsburgh, 
Plattsburgh. 21 Sept. 2013. Reading. 
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when our expedition begins. After completing the expedition, we can Evaluate our training, and 

Revise it to improve the outcome. 

Another consideration to physical preparation is getting a checkup with a doctor and 

dentist before departure. Tooth problems should also be addressed well in advance because they 

can end an expedition very quickly. Any vaccinations needed for the area of traveling should 

alsso be addressed in advance (typhoid, hepatitis, etc).  Obtain necessary medications which are 

well labled and understand how to take them.   

 
Psychological 

The “performance triad” described in Eric Horst’s Training for Climbing includes 

physical strength, the mind and technique.36  This section addresses the fundamental concepts of 

psychological preparation for rock climbing.  Horst claims, “as a rule of thumb, beginner and 

intermediate climbers should focus about 70 percent of their training time on improving 

technique, tactics and their mental game.”  The other 30 percent of training time should be spent 

on both general and sport-specific conditioning, explained in the previous section.   

    Much of the mental game in rock climbing generally runs around the concept of fear.  Fear is a 

feeling of being threatened.  Our fearful reactions are visceral, caused by the fear of our 

biological death.37  We are programmed to stay alive and anything that threatens our lives will 

cause our bodies and minds to respond; the heart beats faster, breathing becomes irregular, hands 

start to sweat--and it becomes exponentially difficult to perform basic tasks let alone difficult 

techniques.  One of the most common fears among climbers is a fear of falling (or any 

consequence of falling), because it could potentially cause a lot of pain or be fatal.   The 

36 Horst, Eric J. FalconGuides Training for Climbing: The Definitive guide to Improving your Performance. Guilford, CT: F, 
2008.  Globe Pequot Press. Print. 
37 McNaughton, Neil. Biology and Emotion. New York: Cambridge University Press, 1989.  Print. 
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protection, the rock, or nearby climbers are all unknown variables that could fail, leading to a 

splattery demise.  The more anxious a climber, the less climber a human. 

At first glance, a reasonable solution to fear-problems is to try and remove the fear that 

negatively affects performance.  This could be done by mitigating all risk so fear doesn’t arise in 

the first place, but of course this is impossible in rock climbing and all of life.  A logical next 

step may be to try to and “master” fear, but this tactic only complicates emotional-physiological 

responses by repressing and re-repressing what scares us. 38 The late Acharya Rajneesh, also 

known as Osho, an influential spiritual teacher explains that the only way to deal with fear is 

through understanding; knowing fear intimately and finding its depth.  Often the cause of our 

fears are not that deep, just unknown.  In which case, we may be able to move past that fear 

rather easily. 

When fear arises, Arno Ilgner, author of The Rock Warrior’s Way suggests analyzing the 

risk and assessing the climbing situation as objectively as possible in order to stay in the 

moment.39 For example, instead of focusing on I’m scared, I might fall, recognize that anxiety is 

a warning sign and do something with it: I’m 6 feet above my last solid piece, even if I fall at the 

crux and the questionable piece at my hip fails, my potential fall will be about 20 feet, which is 

still 10 feet above the belay ledge. Worrying about the future (the possibility of death) is what 

perpetuates indecision and inability.   Mark Twight explains how desire creates fear; “the great 

mistake in climbing (and all things) is to anticipate the outcome of the engagement.”  When we 

live too much in the future we start to worry.  The word “worry” is derived from the Anglo-

Saxon word meaning “to choke or struggle.”  Rather than struggle, be curious about the present 

learning opportunity.   

38 OSHO.  Fear, Understanding and Accepting the Insecurities of Life.  New York: St. Martin’s Press, 2012.  Print. 
39 Ilgner, Arno. The Rock Warrior's Way: Mental Training for Climbers. La Vergne, TN: Desiderata 
Institute, 2006. Print. 
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Eventually, a person may come to the conclusion that death is natural and to deny death 

would be to deny life (to deny falling would be to deny climbing), therefore death and physical 

pain are no longer an inhibiting fears. However, a more existential fear may persist.  Written in 

Fear, Understanding and Accepting Life’s Uncertainties, a collection of speeches and writings 

by Osho, fear is described as “the ignorance of one’s own self,” which is the concept that “deep 

inside, I may not be,”  which deeply challenges the ego and identity.  Consequently, the ego is a 

strong advocate of fear. 

Ilgner describes general fear of the unknown as phantom fear, which inhibits the ability 

to recognize the actual situation.  A climber is so afraid to fall (or to fail) he can’t see the holds in 

front of his face or an opportunity to place protection.  Phantom fear triggers an array of 

responses, not just the visceral ones mentioned earlier, but other self-defeating habits that act as 

“power sappers” of sinks and leaks.  Power sinks are the ego and self image, while power leaks 

are habits, inner dialog, hoping and wishing.  Personal power is drained into power sinks as we 

put energy into things that don’t actually matter, such as gaining other’s approval or obsessing 

over future goals. On the other hand, the more unintentional loss of personal power occurs when 

we react instead of purposefully act, our mental chatter gets carried away, and when we justify 

our own shortcomings by hoping or wishing for something different (a little ridiculous when you 

think about it).  Gaining insight of what power sappers affect you, builds self-awareness, which 

is the next step in psychological training.   

Self- awareness is what allows us to leave the familiar and explore the unknown.  The 

comfort zone is “complex and full of defenses” that limit our ability to grow.  In order to remain 

in the present, even in the face of fear, we must be at ease with ourselves and take full 

responsibility for all of our thoughts and actions. Often times, “the process of becoming aware 
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feels threatening,” just as falling brings us into the unknown, and losing controls brings us into 

fear.  Here, Mark Twight explains how awareness influences climbing:  

 
Attention unencumbered by thought or judgment, without memory or  

speculation, living in the present tense.  Awareness strips away the filters  

of your past experience, allowing an unmediated experience.  Awareness  

of one’s condition and the state of one’s surroundings permits top-level  

performance by allowing the mind to apprehend the actual situation and  

respond to it instantly.  The understanding of dangers and opportunities,  

requirements and personal capacity, become clear in a blink.  

 
Also discussed in the Team and Leadership section, is the influence of self-awareness on 

relationships with other people.  If we can understand ourselves, our own joys and fears, we can 

then have empathy for other people and their motivations and obstacles.  This is significantly 

important on a climbing expedition because the potential consequences of our actions are so 

permanent.  Understanding what drives us as climbers helps us understand how our emotions can 

influence action.  Mark Reeves, author of Hanging By A Thread, The History, Science, 

Technology and Culture of Rock Climbing and Mountaineering well reflects this in his 

statement: 

 
Every mountaineer or climber appreciates the paradox of  

feeling both horror and harmony when scaling wild peaks  

and cliffs.  The shock of having to fight for survival set against  

an awe of Nature’s beauty allows those who choose to climb  

and explore to experience two of the primal emotions: fear and joy. 
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All team members are obviously comfortable with some amount of risk in their pursuit of 

climbing, however the lines we draw and how we deal with that stress are all different.  Below is 

a brief survey of the team member’s motivations and obstacles specifically regarding climbing. 

Jenn feels best about a climb when she actually stays focused on the climb and her mind 

is not wandering. Being distracted is her obstacle therefore getting off route is her biggest 

fear.  Also, other climbers present too many opportunities to become afraid for their safety and 

everyone else around.  Completing climbs based on grades (level of difficulty) doesn’t give her 

much motivation, but the feel of a smooth route is very satisfying. The movements of climbing 

feel so natural and is her strongest joy.   

Maeghan’s strongest motivation while climbing is seeing near-immediate improvement 

while top roping.  She is comfortable climbing above her grade and falling a few times, but when 

she is able to complete something that is challenging it directly builds her confidence. Although 

comfortable with falling straight down she has a fear of swinging.  Swinging increasing the 

feeling of being out of control and triggers all the visceral responses of fear. 

Aaron loves the adventurous aspect of interesting routes.  Climbs with variety cater to 

his curiosity and have a feel of discovery about them.  It is the uncertainties of climbing that 

present fear.  The unknown environmental factors are a large part of why climbing is not a 

completely safe activity.  We manage risk as best we can and keep exploring.   

Alex gains motivation as his ability to climb longer harder routes increases, his 

confidence improves, and his climbing relationships get stronger. His general fear is of getting 

hurt and not being able to continue climbing. 

The next step, after improving self-awareness, is practicing ways to become calm and 

focused in stressful situations, skills that will transfer to the crux.  Essentially we must practice 
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mindfulness.  Mindfulness relates to climbing in how we respond to our climbing fears and how 

we interact with our climbing partners.  Having compassion towards ourselves and each other 

help us remain open to experience rather than closed off in fear.  This means that we must know 

our abilities, limits and outside circumstances that influence a climb without letting our egos 

impede.  Eliminating blame-habits as well as defeating self-talk, including wishing and hoping, 

is crucial to being compassionate.   

Mark Twight writes that “quieting the inner dialog in order to perform a given task 

without distraction is essential to both physical training and climbing.”  One of the most effective 

ways to connect body and mind and simultaneously quiet them, is through focused 

breathing.  Concentrating on the breath is a common practice in meditation; it is constant, it has 

rhythm and it directly affects the way we feel physically.  Meditating involves allowing thoughts 

to surface and pass without reacting to them.  This can be very difficult especially when fear is 

present. 

Reeves writes, “one of the defining parts of being human is our natural inquisitiveness 

and how that enquiry into the world provides intrinsic motivation.”   Instead of allowing fear to 

run rampant and suck you into the unknown, be curious about what you don’t know.  Practice 

acceptance.   

Finally, the last aspect of psychological training that has been proven to be extremely 

effective is visualization.  Dr. Doug Jowdy, counseling and sport psychologist explains that most 

athletes are limited by their perceived ability, or lack of self-confidence.40  In most cases anxiety 

is caused by low self-confidence “because they don’t believe they have what it takes to 

accomplish the challenge in front of them,” he says. Visualization involves studying the route in 

40 Fox, Amanda and Susan Costa.  “Breathe Easier: Mental Tacks to Get Through Tough Climbs. Climbing. Cruz Bay Publishing, 
Inc. 2014. Web. 15 Apr. 2014.    <www.climbing.com/skill/breathe-easier-mental-tacks-to-get-through-tough-climbs/> 
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great depth and seeing yourself move through the crux (or the climb in its entirety) in the mind’s 

eye which becomes almost as effective as muscle memory from physical activity.   

The psychological aspects of climbing, many of them on the verge of spiritual, received 

great attention in the training and planning phase of this expedition.  This is largely due to the 

team’s journey to Nepal in January 2014 as well as some impactful life changes that occurred 

just afterward.  Through these events we grew to know--less the goals, and more the governing 

values of our expedition: encouraging personal growth and even deeper interpersonal bonding, 

both ultimately more important than the climbing.  Sincerely, psychological training never stops 

for the expeditionary mind. There will always be unknowns; it is through expeditions we learn 

and practice how we exist within the unknown.   

Technical 

Since training is used to improve skill and technique, it is important to know the 

difference between the two. Technique is a procedure used to accomplish a specific activity or 

task. Skill is the ability to select and reliably perform the appropriate technique. Essentially, 

technique is what is used in order to do an activity such as climbing or hiking. There may be 

several techniques for the same activity. Skill is knowing how to choose and execute the 

appropriate technique at any given time, depending on the situation.41  Knowing how to do a 

belay escape and a pick-off are techniques, but knowing when each of them is appropriate is a 

skill. 

    Our technical training with Expeditionary Studies began in September 2012 with Introduction 

to Rock Climbing (EXP180) and Rock Process I (EXP380) in the Adirondacks.  The first course 

introduced basic equipment, knots, movement, belaying, rappelling and building natural 

41 Soroka, Larry.  "Technique Versus Skill." EXP 121 Outdoor Living Skills. SUNY Plattsburgh. Expeditionary Studies, 
Plattburgh. October. 2012. Class lecture. 
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anchors.42  The second course involved following on a multipitch, belay escapes and building 

gear anchors. 43 Rock Process II (EXP381) took us out of the Adirondacks; Jenn, Aaron and 

Maeghan to Red Rocks, NV and Joshua Tree, CA; Alex to the Shawangunks, NY.  This course 

involved more multipitch climbing, placing gear, leading single pitches, and an introduction to 

American Mountain Guide Association’s (AMGA) standard “pickoff.”44   

As upper-level students, Jenn, Aaron and Maeghan have become certified Wilderness 

First Responders through SOLO and will complete Rock Leadership I (EXP480) before the 

expedition begins.  Through this course we will gain our AMGA Climbing Wall Instructor 

certification which assesses our abilities in climbing movement, site management, basic 

instruction and sport leading a 5.8 route.  The leadership course also introduces AMGA Single 

Pitch Instructor curriculum; specifically, belaying and lowering from the top using an ATC 

Guide and GriGri belay devices, assistance from the top (2:1, 3:1 and 5:1), in addition to belay 

escapes and pickoffs.  We will be proficient in all of these techniques (knowing all steps and 

typical applications by memory) before the expedition.  We will introduce all new skills to Alex 

before the expedition and continue practicing on the expedition.  It is one of our objectives to 

practice a specific rescue or leadership technique at every location.   

Beyond our fitness workout plan, discussed in the Physical section of Training we have 

followed both a general exercise plan involving personal and course required activity days ice 

climbing, skiing, and gym climbing; and pre-expedition climbing objectives.  Due to 

exceptionally cold and wet weather in the Adirondacks this spring, as well as inflexible school 

42 Lewis, S. Peter, and Dan Cauthorn. Climbing: from gym to crag : building skills for real rock. Seattle, WA: Mountaineers 
Books, 2000. Print. 
43 Luebben, Craig.  Rock Climbing Anchors: A Comprehensive Guide. Seattle, WA: Mountaineers Books, 2007. Print. 
44 Tyson, Andy, and Molly Loomis. Climbing self rescue: improvising solutions for serious situations. Seattle: Mountaineers 
Books, 2006. Print. 
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and work schedules most of our climbing training has been in the gym.  See Appendix 1 for pre-

expedition climbing baseline objectives. 

 
Tactical 

The tactical side of training involves planning and careful consideration to details about 

the expedition. Planning expeditions can be a process that is longer than the actual expedition. 

As Expeditionary Studies students, we have a unique opportunity to be working through the 

planning processes as part of a class requirement. Each section of our planning was neatly 

organized in this proposal. Each morsel of information was squeezed out of books, articles, and 

websites. Countless hours were spent drooling over route descriptions on Mountain Project and 

preparing the necessary beta. One quote that was constantly being driven into our minds by our 

professors of Expeditionary Studies was “If you fail to plan, you are planning to fail!” by 

Benjamin Franklin. We have seen the consequence of a poorly planned trip and have reaped the 

benefits of a well-planned one. 

In class we were constantly training in the tactical sense. Each class holds an element of 

planning that we need to be proficient in. This could be something as simple as creating an 

itemized list of gear needed for a day of rock climbing class, or as complicated as planning an 

intricate nutrition spreadsheet for every day of a weeklong backpacking trip. We approach the 

tactical side of expeditions with enthusiasm. Each class has taught us something different about 

planning for activity, and season, specific expeditions. It sums it up nicely that our capstone 

course is a class devoted to planning and carrying out an expedition.  

A major part of our tactical plan for this expedition is in the order of the climbing 

locations: Red River Gorge (short routes/easy leads), Linville Gorge (backcountry multi pitches), 

then Seneca Rocks (high exposure multi pitches).  Our plan accommodates the team’s current 
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level of fitness and skill.  The lack of available outdoor climbing time between the end of the 

semester and the expedition as well as the length of our expedition (one month) has led us to 

incorporate more technical training time into the expedition itself, starting out in a more 

accessible area with mainly easy single pitches and working our way toward harder, longer 

more challenging routes. 

This is the longest span of time any of us will have been climbing for this many 

consecutive days.  All members of the team will be going on other senior expeditions and 

personal trips after the completion of this expedition.  Following both a physical and mental 

progression is crucial aspect of our risk management plan (preventing injury), our expedition’s 

success as well as our future objectives.   
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Nutrition 
 

“To eat is a necessity, but to eat intelligently is an art.”  

La Rochefoucauld45  

Nutrition is something that, in recent years, has been very important to us. We all 

recognize that food can be the best medicine, or the worst poison. It affects how we feel, how we 

look, and most importantly in this case, how we climb. 

Before we can plan our meals, it is important to understand why we should plan in the 

first place. It seems so much easier to just go to the store and buy whatever we want, especially 

on a climbing trip where there is a cooler and a car close by. However planning meals saves 

time, allows more efficient shopping, assists in proper nutrition, and provides more variety. 

Budgets for climbing expeditions can be very tight. This means that dropping large 

amounts of money on food may not be an option. By pre-planning meals on our expedition, we 

can decide how much money we want to spend per day, and plan our menu appropriately to fit 

that number. Planning a menu as a group makes this even easier, because we can buy in bulk to 

save some money. Going to the store with a list already made will result in spending less time 

shopping and more time climbing, which is obviously great. Having meals pre-planned will help 

us to not eat the same thing every day. Variety in meals can really improve the mood on an 

expedition. Lastly, and most importantly, by pre-planning my meals, we can control our 

carbohydrate, protein, and fat ratio, and make it appropriate for our expedition.46 

45 La Rochefoucauld, FranÃ§ois "Quotes.” Goodreads. N.p., n.d. Web. 13 May 2014. 
<http://www.goodreads.com/quotes/524175-to-eat-is-a-necessity-but-to-eat-intelligently-is>. 
46 "Nutrition." Nutrition. N.p., n.d. Web. 11 Apr. 2014. <http://www.fitday.com/fitness-articles/nutrition/>. 
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Understanding how proteins, fats and carbohydrates, function in the body is crucial to 

meal planning. They all contribute to daily performance in a different way, and should eaten at 

different times. 

Protein has many functions in the body. These includes, but are not limited to building 

and repairing muscles, making up enzymes, and acting as a major part of the immune system. 

While sedentary adults do not need to consume much protein, athletes, such as climbers, do. This 

is because long periods of intense exercise break down muscle tissue, and protein helps to repair 

and rebuild that tissue.47 That being said, protein does the most when eaten at dinner. 

    Protein should be 15%-20% of the daily intake of a rock climber. Meeting the daily protein 

requirements can be difficult, especially in the backcountry, and most especially as a vegetarian. 

Jenn is a strict vegetarian, and Aaron and Maeghan are also mostly vegetarian. According to the 

book Training for Climbing, the best way for vegetarian climbers to meet their daily intake 

requirements is by consuming protein powders such as whey protein mixed with water or fruit 

juice. Though we could get our protein from vegetable products, milk and egg protein are more 

efficient, and therefore we could eat less and get better results.48  Chances are, we are going to 

get most of our protein from things like lentils and quinoa, and powders, especially in the 

backcountry. 

It is very easy to write off fats as bad and unnecessary. Yes, too much fat is bad, but too 

little fat can also cause problems in the body. Dietary fat is a necessary source of essential fatty 

acids, which are a critical part of certain physiological processes, such as hormone production 

and immune system function. Without fats, we also cannot produce healthy new cells, including 

muscle cells.  Fat can also be useful during winter camping because it keeps the body warm 

47 Twight, Mark F. Extreme Alpinism: Climbing Light, Fast, and High. WA: The Mountaineers, 1999. Print.    
48 Hörst, Eric J.. Training for climbing: the definitive guide to improving your climbing performance. Guilford, Conn.: Falcon, 
2003. Print. 
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during the night. Fortunately, our expedition is during the warm summer months. It is easy to see 

that we, as well as other climbers, should have a diet consisting of 15-20% fats, as recommended 

by Mark Twight and Eric Horst. 

Though protein and fat both provide the body with energy, carbohydrates are the most 

effective and efficient source of energy. Without carbohydrates, muscle protein will start 

breaking down in order to be used for energy, which is obviously not goods, writes Horst.  

Carbohydrates come in two forms; simple and complex. Complex carbohydrates burn off slower, 

and tend to give longer lasting energy. Oatmeal and rice are complex carbohydrates. Simple 

carbs burn off quickly, and give high bursts of energy. A good example of this is the clif bar gel 

packets that runners use, which are very high in sugar. While in the backcountry, we should be 

eating 60-70% carbohydrates, mostly consisting of complex carbs. Though carbs should be 

consumed all day, we should have a large portion in the morning. 

Again, in Training for Climbing, Horst writes about the importance of the Glycemic 

Index, specifically for climbers. This index challenges the thought that there are simply complex 

and simple carbohydrates by classifying the metabolism of carbohydrates. Basically, the index 

looks at how the ingestion of straight glucose affects blood sugar levels, and compares that with 

how the ingestion of different foods affects glucose levels. High “GI” foods (honey, jelly beans, 

sports drinks) cause a rapid increase in blood sugar, providing strong, short bursts of energy. 

Low GI foods (lentils, pears, beans) produce a more subtle increase, providing even, long lasting 

energy. By using this index, our team can more accurately control my energy and recovery 

throughout the day. 

On high activity days, which are most days on this expedition, we should be consuming 

around 2,500 calories.  On rest days, we will consume anywhere from 1,800 to 2,000 calories. 
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The reason behind this is obvious; we will not need the extra calories. On these days, the ratio of 

carbohydrates, proteins, and fats should all remain the same, because each are just as important 

in recovery as they are in performance. 

We don’t want to get too deep into the importance of hydration in terms of nutrition, but 

it would be wrong not to make mention of it, because it is incredibly important. Dehydration at 

its lowest level causes lack of concentration and increased fatigue. This can be detrimental to 

climbers, who need constant focus, especially when leading. As a climber, it is also important to 

realize that dehydration increases the chance of joint and tendon injury. To prevent dehydration, 

it is a good idea to “camel up”, or drink a lot of water at the beginning of the day, and continue to 

drink smaller amounts throughout the day.  According to Mark Twight, a climber should drink 

600-1,200 milliliters of water per hour while on a climb. Obviously, that is a lot of water to carry 

while out on a six-hour climb, but we will try our best to meet the necessary requirements. Sports 

drinks are a good way to rehydrate on hot days because we are not only dehydrating, but also 

losing the salts in our bodies that need to be replaced. 

Our expedition does not require strict meal planning due to the fact that we will be 

primarily car camping, and can plan our meals during the trip.  An example of a car camping 

climbing day meal plan, a backcountry climbing day meal plan, and a rest day meal plan can be 

found in Appendix 2.49  We used the information above, as well as a Microsoft Excel Nutrition 

Spreadsheet provided by Sea Kayak and Outdoor Living Skills Instructor, Steve Maynard in 

order to make these plans. 

 
  

49 Maynard, Steven. "Menu Spreadsheet.” EXP 121 Outdoor Living Skills. Expeditionary Studies. SUNY Plattsburgh, 
Plattsburgh. 21 Sept. 2013. Reading. 
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Equipment 
 

“It matters little how much equipment we use;  

it matters much that we be masters of all we do use.” 
Sam Abell50 

 
    Climbing is greatly influenced by the gear that is used. When climbing high into the 

mountains, two different styles of climbing are used. In the siege approach, climbers  move up 

slowly, in large groups with tons of equipment. The second style is often referred to as alpine 

climbing. This requires moving fast and light, bringing minimal gear and not climbing above 

physical abilities. Whichever way a team decides to climb, the difference is clearly the amount of 

equipment and the time needed. There are parallels in the cragging world. Sport climbing is less 

gear intensive than traditional climbing, but still requires rope and protection. Bouldering is a 

form of climbing that requires little to no gear. Some people take it to extremes by free soloing 

with no protective gear. They often claim to feel a deeper connection with the route they are 

climbing because of the amount of focus needed. No one form is better than the other, they are 

simply different styles and appeal to different people.            

This trip will be focusing on sport and traditional climbing so we will need a variety of 

different equipment. We must be sure to have an adequate number of quick draws for clipping 

bolts and a surplus of active and passive protection for traditional climbing. There will be 

sections of car camping and backcountry camping that will require us to have appropriate 

camping gear as well. See Appendix 3 for a comprehensive equipment list. 

  

50 "Photo Quotes Archive." FocalPower -. N.p., n.d. Web. 20 May 2014. <http://www.focalpower.com/app/quote/subjects/5/>. 
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Budget 
 

“If money is your hope for independence you will never have it. The only real security  

that a man will have in this world is a reserve of knowledge, experience, and ability.” 

Henry Ford51 

 
           The average American spends one third of their income on housing. This is more than the 

next two largest expenses, food and transportation, combined.52 This idea is an intimidating 

thought for people that are living the, nomadic, dirt bag life. Our team for this expedition 

consists of people that are comfortable with living on very little in pursuit of adventure and the 

chance to stay outside. We would trade a comfy sofa for bouldering crash pads. Our dream 

homes have 4 wheels and a muffler. All of our belongings can fit in one duffel bag and our 

favorite accessories hang from our harnesses. We have our own idea about an American dream 

and it involves waking up in the desert and climbing all day. We would trade available oxygen 

for the inspiration that comes from traveling in the mountains. Something always draws us to 

adventure. It is interesting to see what we sacrifice for our passion. Our budget for this 

expedition is a good example of basic expenses needed to live our passion for a month. We plan 

on living frugally and simply. This list includes gas for our vehicles, food for energy, climbing 

and camping equipment, and camping fees. The chart that breaks down each topic with a price 

for each individual can be found in Appendix 4. 

 
  

51 Ford, Henry. BrainyQuote.com, Xplore Inc, 2014. Web. 1 May, 2014. 
<http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/h/henryford127570.html> 
52 Cahall, Fitz. "The Dirtbag Diaries." The Dirtbag Diaries. N.p., n.d. Web. 18 Apr. 2014. 
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Risk Management 
 

“And the day came when the risk to remain tight in a bud  

was more painful than the risk it took to blossom.”   
Anais Nin53 

 
 

Every expedition has some level of risk.  In fact an acceptable level of risk is what draws 

many people to the mountains in the first place. There are less serious hazards, such as scraped 

knees, and more serious hazards, such as a broken leg, or even death. Having a plan for risk 

management helps make decisions in the field faster and easier, and can potentially lessen the 

level of risk. Risk management plans (RMP) can also help with making decisions to do or not do 

certain things, like attempting a climb that is too difficult. 

In the well-known text, Mountaineering: The Freedom of the Hills (8th Ed) the chapter 

titled “Safety: How to Stay Alive” explains the relativity of risk and danger; “no climb is as safe 

as staying home, yet even a bathtub can be hazardous if someone slips and falls in it.”54 

Essentially the amount of control we have over a situation is what changes the level risk.  Certain 

environmental hazards are uncontrollable, so it is our responsibility to understand the 

consequences of those hazards and decide how we will interact with them, if at all. 

A crucial element in developing risk management skills and plans is researching These 

reports influence climbers’ attitudes toward safety, because they vividly demonstrate how 

injuries result from poor decision making in the mountains  

 

53 Bartolotta, Kate. "For You, Have Courage When You Feel Afraid." Elephant Journal, January 25, 2012. 
54 Eng, Ronald C., and Julie Pelt. Mountaineering: the freedom of the hills. 8th ed. Seattle: Mountaineers Books, 2010. Print. 
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Mentioned in the Decision Making section, developing foresight comes from both 

experience and actively learning from other people’s experiences.  The American Alpine Club 

publishes an annual report of Accidents in North American Mountaineering.  Studying these 

reports, especially to the activity (trad climbing) and locations we will be visiting is an 

invaluable resource to our RMP.  For example, one of the most popular routes and one on our 

itinerary is Old Man’s Route at Seneca Rocks.55  On the approach there is a large memorial 

boulder to Alex Fraser who died in 1994 after falling twice, 30 feet the first time and nearly 150 

feet the second.  The climber and his partner were climbing unroped, without helmets on, and  

off-route.  Although we would never climb in this fashion, bypassing all standard safety 

protocols, it does let us know that other people may be taking such risks around us, especially on 

classic climbs with easy ratings.   

To calculate the risk of different hazards, assess the likelihood of the hazard occurring, 

the consequence of the hazard, and how it could be controlled. A low to high system is used in 

the following chart to rank the likelihood, consequence, and control of the risk. PLEASE NOTE: 

this chart differs from the standard RMP Charts used in published Senior Expedition Proposals.56  

A low likelihood implies that the chance of the hazard occurring is very unlikely. An 

example of a low likelihood hazard would be falling asleep while driving. None of the driving 

days on the expedition will be more than 7 hours long, and each vehicle will have two drivers so 

the likelihood of becoming tired enough to fall asleep is not very high. A high likelihood hazard 

is something that could easily happen any day on my expedition. A high likelihood example is 

55 "Stranded, Fall on Rock, Climbing Unroped, Exceeding Abilities, No Hard Hat, West Virginia, Seneca Rocks." Accidents in 
North American Mountaineering 1994.6 (1994): 70. Accident Reports. Web. 13 Apr. 2014. 
56 Madia, Keith, "Climbing Expedition: The Wind River Range and Grand Teton National Park" (2012). Senior Expedition 
Proposals. Paper 6. 
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getting an abrasion, because they often happen while climbing. A medium likelihood hazard falls 

in between the two. 

In this risk management plan, a low consequence is something that would not affect the 

team’s daily performance. For example, getting a blister has a low consequence because it can be 

easily fixed. Medium 

consequence hazards are things 

that could affect an individual’s 

performance or abilities in the 

short term (1-3 days), but may not 

necessarily ruin the entire 

expedition or be harmful in a 

long-term situation. An example 

of a medium consequence hazard is dehydration. Becoming very dehydrated, could require 

hospitalization in extreme cases, but with a quick recovery expedition criteria could still be met. 

High consequence hazards are things that would definitely end the expedition, and could have 

long term effects on health or be fatal. An example of a high consequence hazard is breaking a 

bone. A broken bone would eliminate the ability to climb, and would have prolonged effects.  

The control section of the risk management plan comments on how each hazard could be 

prevented or mitigated. For example, being prepared for a popped sleeping pad by having the 

patch kit that came with it. Another example would be preventing a blister by treating a hotspot 

before it worsens. For more serious hazards, such as breaking a bone, the only mitigation may be 

to walk with caution. Every risk cannot be totally mitigated, and accidents still happen, even in 

seemingly low-risk situations. 

Figure 12: Alex Ice Climbing, an Exceptionally Dynamic Activity Requiring 
an Extensiev RMP. Phote: Aaron Stone 
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Determining the actual level of risk that each hazard has is the tricky part of the risk 

management equation. This is because some events, like being struck by lightning, are incredibly 

serious, but the likelihood that they will happen is exceptionally low. In theory, the level of risk 

should be medium, but due to the low chance of the hazard occurring, we consider the level or 

risk to be low.  The Climbing Hazard Chart is shown below, for the Travel, Hiking and Camping 

Hazard Charts, see Appendix 5. 

Abbreviated Climbing Hazard Chart 
 

Hazard Likelihood Consequence Control Level of Risk 

Equipment      or Climber  Failure 
  

Lead Line Caught Low Medium Pay attention to rope, have 
plan 

Low 

Knot in Rope Low Medium Check ropes Low 

Frayed/Severed Rope Low High Check rope, no sharp edges Low 

Bail- Too Difficult Medium Medium Do not limb out of 
everyone’s range 

Low 

Broken/Lost Gear Medium Medium Inventory, correct 
placement 

Low 

Worn Fixed Anchor Medium High Check anchor before 
clipping 

Lox 

No Fixed Anchor Medium Low Know how to build anchor Low 

Rope Too Short Low High Check climb lengths Low 

Rapping off End Low High Tie knots, double check Low 

 
*Complete Hazard Chart in Appendix 5 
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Climbing in the Southeast 
 

General Itinerary &  Contingencies   -    Weather   -   Crux Points 
 

 

 

“It seems likely to me that the exploration of self and the world have sparked the evolution of 

mountaineering and climbing as a pastime, occurring as it did on the back of the 

enlightenment of the world through scientific endeavor.  That challenge and desire for 

knowledge was also an essential part of our development and success as humans.  As we have 

seen, curiosity was the spark that set the flame of technology and science.” 

         Mark Reeves57 

 
 

  

57 Reeves, Mark.  Hanging By A Thread, The History, Science Technology and Culture of Rock Climbing and Mountaineering. 
United Kingdom: Mark Reeves.  2013. Print. 
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General Itinerary & Contingencies 
 

 

May 15          Drive from Fredonia, NY to Red River Gorge, KY 

May 16-25      Climbing at Red River Gorge, KY 

May 26         Drive to Linville Gorge, NC 

May 27-June 7    Climbing at Linville Gorge 

June 8         Drive to Seneca Rocks, WV 

June 9-14     Climbing at Seneca Rocks, WV 

June 15          Drive home 

 
Refer to Appendix 7 for the complete list of proposed climbing routes categorized by 

location.  We hope to climb between 5-6 days at each location, but have planned beyond this in 

order to provide options for unknown circumstances such as weather, popularity, aspect, 

approach or if any one area becomes inaccessible for any reason. 

 As described in the Guidelines section, our primary contingency plan is to allow 

ourselves about double the amount of time required to fulfill Senior Expedition minimum 

requirements.  Also a variety of appropriate locations are involved if for any reason one area 

becomes inaccessible (wildfire, wildlife protection, other natural hazard or closure).   Besides 

time and location, other considerations we have made include number of people: If one or two 

people become unable to complete the expedition, their evacuation will be relatively accessible 

and the expedition can still potentially be completed by the remaining teammates.   
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Weather 
Expeditions can only take place at specific locations with conducive conditions, or during 

the right season.  The weather patterns of an area allow or limit the activity pursued.  Climbing 

requires dry conditions.  The general weather for Kentucky, West Virginia,  and North Carolina 

for late May, early June is highs in the 80’s and lows in the 60’s with 3-4 inches of precipitation 

per month.  Our 30-day expedition has considered dealing with possible rain days by staying 

beyond the 10-day minimum.   

 

Average Annual Temperatures for Lexington, KY58 

 
 

Average Annual Rainfall for Lexington, KY 

  

58 "Average Weather for Lexington, KY - Temperature and Precipitation." Average Weather for Lexington, KY - Temperature 
and Precipitation. N.p., n.d. Web. 6 May 2014. <http://www.weather.com/weather/wxclimatology/monthly/graph/USKY1079>. 
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Crux Points 
           Rock climbing, as an activity, identifies crux points as the hardest portion of a route. The 

crux of the route will require the most concentration, power, and application of skill. On our 

expedition, we will not only be subject to hard portions of climbs, but we will also be dealing 

with crux points of the journey.  Crux points of our expedition are outlined below. 

Backcountry Climbing 

The Linville Gorge is not an extremely remote location, however, it will be the 

backcountry portion of our expedition. We will be carrying in our climbing equipment, camera 

equipment, food, and shelter.  We will establish a base camp near the Table Rock area and climb 

at the surrounding crags.  If something does go wrong, this location will be the furthest from 

help. This will require us to be particularly mindful and have evacuation plans in the back of our 

minds in case of an emergency situation. 

“Sandbagged” Routes 

Seneca Rocks area is notoriously ‘sandbagged.’ This means the climbs, while rated 5.4 , 

can potentially climb like they are rated 5.6. This does not discourage us to climb by any means, 

but we will have to be mindful of what our limits are. In order to accommodate for the 

sandbagged nature of the climbs, we planned our first few days in the area to be very easy in 

order to get a feel for the rock. This is further explained in the Seneca Rocks Itinerary portion of 

this proposal. 

 
Go/No Go Standards 

           Go and no-go standards have always been an important part of expeditions. Going vs. not 

going can come down to something as simple as not reaching the summit by your turnaround 
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time. That is a standard put in place that says if you do not reach the summit by a certain time 

you will not continue upwards. Another obvious example of a go/ no-go standard is the weather. 

If it is a thunder and lightning storm you do not go climbing. Not only do we believe that these 

standards play a large part in expeditions, but they are also practiced in outdoor guiding 

companies. Most companies have these standards to protect themselves from falling into bad 

situations and also to protect their clients.  

Weather 

Climbing on rock is a weather dependent activity. Lightning and precipitation can cause 

the climbing conditions to become unsafe. We will be mindful of the current and forecasted 

weather when we are planning what routes to do. See seasonal weather for more information on 

the weather we will be dealing with around the time of our expedition. 

Injury and Illness 

Non-emergency injuries or illnesses will be assessed based on our Wilderness First 

Responder training. If 1-2 people become unable to climb, the expedition will continue after the 

incapacitated have received adequate care.   Health and wellbeing is of utmost importance to us. 

Vehicle Malfunction 

If our vehicles shut down then we will have to evaluate how long the repair will be. We 

are planning in lots of extra days for our contingency plan. This will allow us rest days and days 

to deal with situations like this. A no go scenario that could arise, however, would be totaling a 

vehicle. This would cause us to seriously evaluate the continuing of the expedition. In the event 

that not all members of the expedition could be transported from one area to another, we can still 

complete the ten required days within any one location. 
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Red River Gorge 
 

Linville Gorge 
 

Seneca Rocks 
 

 

Natural Sciences  -   History & Culture  -   Rock Climbing 
 

 

 

“Sacred places are open spaces to which we interact with the Other. From an ecospiritual 

standpoint, the Other has something to teach us and with humility this openness can be kept in 

play, yet over time may lead to traditions about the place. Access points such as mountains and 

high places facilitate the generation of insights via visions and unusual encounters; sacred 

wells, caves, river canyons may produce a more ‘depth-directed’ inward encounter which has 

more to do with the rootedness of self and one’s society.” 

Adrian J. Ivakhiv59 

  

59 Ivakhiv, Adrian J. Claiming Sacred Ground. Indiana: University Press, 2001. Print. 
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Red River Gorge 
 

The Red River Gorge is home to some of the hardest sport routes in the country.   With 

over 2000 routes, it is considered a world-class climbing destination and many famous faces in 

the climbing world have come to conquer first ascents of the most difficult grades.  Luckily, with 

such an abundance of lines, there is also a vast amount of easier trad routes and loads of 

moderate sport routes.  For our team, the Red will serve as a great warm up location with short 

routes, soft grades, lots of leads and pretty luxurious car camping at Miguel’s (pizzeria/climbing 

gear store/campsite).  As such a popular location, the Red provides another important aspect of 

our learning goals, which is gaining more insight into climbing culture- from the weekend 

warriors to the full-season van-camping craggers. 

Geology 

The Red River Gorge, commonly shortened and called the Red by climbers, is a 

geological wonderland of sandstone arches, cliffs and overhangs.  The Red is located within the 

Daniel Boone National Forest in northeastern Kentucky and has nearly 3,000 miles of scenic 

cliff line and over 150 natural arches.60 

    The sandstone of Kentucky was formed long ago when many rivers began eroding the ancient 

Appalachian Mountains.  The ancient river delta located across present-day Kentucky collected 

the mainly quartz deposition which was consolidated, and the delta gradually drained.  The next 

geologic event was the uplifting of Eastern Kentucky which pushed the sandstone upward, and 

created many vertical fracture in the rock.  The sandstone, called Corbin Sandstone is 85%-90% 

60 Greb, Stephen F. & Charles E. Mason. “Geology of the Red River Gorge Geological Area and Natural Bridge State Resort 
Park.” American Institute of Professional Geologists. American Institute of Professional Geologists.  Web. 5 Mar. 2014. 
www.uky.edu/KGS/geoky/fieldtrip/2005%20AIPG%20Guidebooks/NaturalBridge.pdf 
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quartz and is cemented together with high levels of iron oxide, which when deposited and 

oxidized turn the sandstone rusty red.61   

Bill Strachan of the Red River Gorge Climbers’ Coalition provides an exceptional 

geological story of the area. Strachan explains that the area is so conducive to climbing because 

of the “sawtooth” cliffline of varying dihedrals and aretes.  The cliffs are extremely varied, 

offering cracks, huecos, overhangs, and vertical plates, all due to the weathering of the 

sandstone’s different layers and isolated deposits.  In some areas harder minerals, such as 

manganese have eroded and been re-deposited on the cliff face, creating a protective black 

crust  over the softer sandstone.  This results in the formation of plates and knobs.  In areas large 

gravelly debris has eroded away, large pockets are left in the rock.  In many areas in the Red, the 

upper layer of sandstone is far more uniform and less eroded.  Many of the routes at the Red do 

not top out as the upper layers of sandstone are the “solid featureless variety” of sandstone. 

Flora and Fauna 

    The Red River Gorge has many of the typical plant and animal varieties for an eastern North 

American forest.  It is mixed forest of deciduous and coniferous trees including oak, quaking 

aspen, maple, hemlock and a variety of pines.  The understory is comprised of mountain laurel, 

rhododendron, dogwood, sassafras, and magnolia.  Ground vegetation includes ferns, mosses, 

and wildflowers most often blooming in spring or late fall.  Columbine, wild irises, and orchids 

are the standout species.  The Daniel Boone National Forest is also home to both endangered 

plants and animals such as white-haired goldenrod, the Indiana Bat, the Virginia big-eared bat, 

the red-cockaded woodpecker.62  Of special interest to climbers, are the mosquitoes, wasps, 

61 Stratchan, Bill. "Red River Gorge Geology." Red River Gorge Climbers' Coalition. Ed. Bruce L. Kells. Red River Gorge 
Climbers' Coalition, n.d. Web. 2 Feb. 2014. www.rrgcc.org/documents/rrg-geology.pdf 
62 Bluegrass Group of the Sierra Club. "Flora & Fauna." Hiking the Red, A Complete Trail Guide to Kentucky's Red River Gorge. 
Louisville: Harmony House Publishers, 2000. 14. Print. 
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timber rattlers, copperheads and poison ivy all prevalent in summer months.63  Luckily the most 

hazardous of these threats are also typically docile.  Both poisonous snakes are unlikely to strike 

unless agitated, so if travelling and climbing with caution, they should be avoidable. 

 
History and Culture 

The Red River Gorge is located within the Daniel Boone National Forest, a place that has 

such aesthetic and natural significance it has obtained several protection policies from the federal 

government to prevent over-development and the destruction of its natural beauty.  After being 

heavily logged of its virgin timber throughout early settlement, it was acquired by the National 

Forest Service in 1937.64  In 1974 part of the gorge was designated as a Geological Area and in 

1976 as a National Natural Landmark.  And that’s not all: 19 miles of the gorge are classified as 

National Scenic River and 46 miles of roadway are National Scenic Byway.  Part of the forest 

was later added to the National Register of Historic Places when 30,000 acres of the gorge were 

classified as a National Archeological District.65   

Two popular climbing destinations registered as archeological sites are Clifty Wilderness 

and the Indian Creek area where remnants of ancient people have been found in and around the 

rock shelters.  This area, with its abundant natural resources and overhanging cliffs, has 

supported people for thousands of years.  When much of the continent was still under a thick 

layer of glacial ice, some of the first inhabitants settled here nearly 13,000 year ago.  Of 

particular interest are the seeds that have been found,bringing scientists to believe that humans 

have been domesticating and cultivating plants for over 3,000 years.  

63Ellington, Ray. Rock Climbing Guidebooks to the Red River Gorge, Kentucky 4th Ed. CO:Wolverine Publishing, 2013. Print. 
64 Ress, Thomas. “Kentucky’s Red River Gorge.” Backpacker Magazine.  Online Exclusive. Mar. 2012.  Web. 25 Jan. 2014.  
65 Greb, Stephen F. & Charles E. Mason. “Geology of the Red River Gorge Geological Area and Natural Bridge State Resort 
Park.” American Institute of Professional Geologists. American Institute of Professional Geologists.  Web. 5 Mar. 2014. 
www.uky.edu/KGS/geoky/fieldtrip/2005%20AIPG%20Guidebooks/NaturalBridge.pdf 
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The fascinating geology of the Red has since attracted many visitors.  However, Rock 

climbing at the Red River Gorge actually began from below the Earth’s surface.  Kentucky and 

the nearby states of Tennessee, Alabama, and Georgia have a high concentration of caves and 

caverns.  In fact, the largest known cave system in the world is very nearby the Red.  Mammoth 

Cave outside of Glasgow, KY has 400 miles of explored passageways and tunnels.66  Only a 

three hour drive separates the two world renowned geological wonders of Mammoth Cave and 

the Red River Gorge.67  Ray Ellington’s Guidebooks to the Red River Gorge, further reveals the 

area’s climbing development over the years.  Local cavers interested in the unique above-ground 

geology of the Red were comfortable with runout chimneys and drilling a few bolts, and were 

the first to ascend the beautiful rock pinnacles. Rumored to be the first established climb, 

Caver’s Route on Tower Rock was done by locals in the 1950’s. 

Route development began in earnest in the late 1960’s and early 1970’s, the same time 

the area was gaining federal protection from overuse and development.  D. Britz, Ron Stokely, 

Larry Day, Frank Becker, Tom Seibert and Ellen Seibert were of the first climbers at the Red and 

helped establish a clean climbing ethic there.  Because of the influence by Royal Robbins and 

Yvon Chouinard, pitons didn’t make a large impact at the Red.  The first guidebook, written by 

Becker, came out in 1978 containing about 80 routes.  By 1980 new guide books emerged and 

described nearly 150 routes.  As word got out, more people began visiting and establishing new 

trad routes.  By 1985 that number had doubled and over 300 routes some as hard as 5.11X had 

been established.  Joining forces with the climbers already mentioned, major contributors to this 

development period include Ed Benjamin, Ed Pearsall, Bill Strachan, Tom, Souders, Jeff Keonig, 

66 National Park Service.  “Park Home.” Mammoth Cave National Park.  National Park Service.  5 Apr. 2014. Web. 14 Apr. 
2014. <www.nps.gov/maca/index.htm> 
67 “Kentucky, USA” Map.Google Maps. Google, 14 April 2014.  Web.  14 April 2014. 
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Bob Hayes, Greg Smith, and Jon Bronaugh.  However, Martin Hackworth was the most prolific, 

putting up 70 lines and writing three guidebooks. 

It wasn’t until the 1990’s that sport climbing was established at the Red, which 

eventually brought about world renowned fame.  Porter Jarrard, armed with a power drill put up 

20 sport climbs by 1990 as well as the first 5.13 route.  By 1998 there were 1,000 established 

lines.  More and more climbers were visiting the area, private land was being explored and 

developed, and there was a renewed appreciation for trad climbing, leading to another explosion 

of route development.  With such a dramatic increase in recreational use and tensions building 

between climbers and some private landowners the Red River Gorge Climbers’ Coalition 

(RRGCC) was formed.  Working with the Access Fund to secure climbing rights, the RRGCC 

was able to buy a large tract of land from an oil company in 2012 called the Pendergrass-Murray 

Recreational Preserve.  Today, other private landowners work with the RRGCC, there are 2,000 

routes established and still no end in sight.   

 
Itinerary Explanation 

The itinerary for the area is not very specific to the calendar day as we will be car 

camping in the same location each night.  Nine potential locations are outlined in Appendix 7 

each offering between 6-12 pitches of climbs within our current climbing ability as well as many 

more above.  From this initial research, we can determine each day the best place to climb based 

on the weather and local beta.  We plan to climb 5-6 days, so the 9 locations will provide us with 

options should an area be inaccessible for any reason.  Early in the week Boneyard, Crossroads, 

Bruise Brothers and Global Village are good options.  Crossroads is a good warm up location 

with short trad routes 25’-45’ graded 5.4-5.7 and slightly longer harder sport routes around 60’ in 

length from 5.7-5.9.  Boneyard mimics Crossroads with a little increase in length and difficulty 
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trad routes are 45’-50’ from 5.6-5.7 and sport routes 60’ from 5.7-5.8.  At Bruise Brothers we 

have lots of  5.7-5.9 options and can try out more moderate sport routes.  Crowds are often here 

climbing 5.10s.  At Global Village we can get a whole day of trad climbing in at 5.6-5.8.    

Later in the week Chica Bonita, Tectonic Wall, and Fortress Wall have just as many 

lower grade options, with a few more 4 and 5 star sport routes.  Chica Bonita is home to Cheaper 

than a Movie, the highest rated 5.8 trad route in the gorge.  We have a planned rest day exploring 

Mammoth Cave, the longest cave system in the world with 400 miles of explored tunnels.   

 
*Special Note     

Climbers must sign a release form at  http://www.muirvalley.com/sign-waiver.html to climb at 

Muir Valley or sign a waiver at the parking lot. 
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Linville Gorge 
 

Part of the attraction to North Carolina, for our climbing team, is the lack of popularity it 

has in the climbing world. Yon Lambert and Harrison Shull’s guidebook titled Selected Climbs 

in North Carolina explains how the climbing areas have powerful sport climbs, tough bouldering 

problems, and a large amount of backcountry routes – free or aid. They explain that the climbs in 

North Carolina can hold up to major climbs around the world, they just lack the publicity. From 

reading this guidebook we have learned that the local community of climbers enjoys staying out 

of the limelight. They like the “backwater” status and most are proud to keep it that way.68 This 

unique local culture follows unofficial rules set by the first ascent team for most of the climbs, 

and they pride themselves with following the ground up, clean climbing, standard. We are 

excited to be a part of this climbing culture during our time spent in North Carolina and we are 

going to push ourselves to climb each climb as it was intended to be climb. 

Geology, Flora & Fauna     

The area that we will be exploring in North Carolina is called the Linville Gorge. The 

Linville Gorge is a unique geographic area in the south east of the United States. The gorge is 

located just outside of Linville Falls, North Carolina. It is the deepest gorge in the eastern part of 

the United States and is often referred to as the Grand Canyon of the east. The Cherokee people 

called it "Eeseeoh” which means “river of many cliffs.”69  The Linville River starts high on 

Grandfather Mountain and feeds through the 14-mile stretch of gorge. The river descends 2000 

feet during its journey. The two locations that we will be visiting in the Linville Gorge are called 

68 Lambert, Yon, and Harrison Shull. Selected climbs in North Carolina. Seattle, WA: Mountaineers Books, 2002. Print. 
69  "Linville Gorge and Falls." Blue Ridge Mountains. Blue Ridge National Heritage Area, n.d. Web. 29 Mar. 2014. 
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Table Rock, and The Amphitheater. Each location is a unique section of the gorge and each spot 

has slightly different rock. Table Rock is a type of quartzite called chilhowie and The 

Amphitheater has a mix of quartzite and metasandstone.  

           The gorge plays host to an assortment of rare plants and animals. One of the most popular 

plants found in the area is the rhododendron. The gorge is home to many different animal species 

as well. Animal species include deer, bear, squirrel, raccoon, grouse, turkey, vultures, owls, 

hawks, as well as brown and rainbow trout. To my dismay there is also a population of timber 

rattle snakes that we will have to watch out for. Another aspect of the gorge that caught our eye 

was its backcountry feel. The thick vegetation and rugged terrain made development almost 

impossible. It has since been made into a wilderness area, preventing any development at all.70 

 
Climbing History and Culture     

           Apart from its unique geological history the Linville gorge also has a unique climbing 

history. The first area in the gorge that we will be visiting is Table Rock. According to Lambert 

and Shull’s guidebook, there is very little climbing history in North Carolina prior to 1960, but it 

is a good bet that most of the early routes that went up first were in the vicinity of Table Rock. 

One of the early institutions that plays a large role in the history of Table Rock climbing is the 

Outward Bound School located close to the climbing area. An English climber named John 

Lawrence started the school in 1967. Before he arrived there was very little climbing activity in 

the gorge. Lawrence claims that the only people there before him was green barrettes. He said 

that there was evidence of them on nearly every crack. He put up the first official climb on the 

wall in 1967 and named it Cracker Jack. Table Rock is often thought of as a teaching wall and 

70 "Linville Gorge - The Grand Canyon of North Carolina." Linville Gorge - The Grand Canyon of North Carolina. NCNatural, 
n.d. Web. 29 Mar. 2014. 
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did not see much traffic from the locals. In 1992, however, a few routes went up by Mike 

Fischesser that caught the attention of some of the locals. Since then, new routes have been put 

up and its popularity has increased.  

    It is interesting to see what was happening in the climbing world around the United States 

during the development of the Linville Gorge climbing areas. Warren Harding completed the 

first ascent of El Capitan via The Nose almost 10 years before climbs starting going up in 

Linville Gorge. The first ascent of the Salathe Wall and the North American Wall went up in 

yosemite around the time that Lawrence arrived in the gorge. American climbers started to step 

up their game and were putting up long routes all over the country. Jim Whittaker becomes the 

first american to stand on the summit of Mt. Everest in 1963, 4 years before the outward bound 

school was started in Linville Gorge.71 

           The Amphitheater is the second area we will be visiting in the Linville Gorge. It is part of 

a larger section of cliff known as the Main North Carolina Wall. In the 1970’s most of the 

climbing was taking place in the Piedmont area and the Table Rock area. John Lawrence 

(mentioned early) talked about being afraid to climb in the Amphitheater area because of how 

remote it seemed. Eventually a group of climbers decided to head in to that area because one of 

the members in the group had done some scouting.  Bob Mitchell had hiked in previously, during 

the winter, and noticed a section of the cliff capped by a headstone that looked like an Egyptian 

sarcophagus. Now leading this group of climbers back to this area, he was ready to attempt the 

route to the top of this headstone. To their surprise they found easy climbing and made the first 

free ascent of The Mummy (5.5). This climb is a classic and often referred to as a great beginners 

lead. The Mummy is also on our list of climbs for our expedition.  About a year later a second 

71 Jones, Chris. Climbing in North America. Berkeley: Published for the American Alpine Club by the University of California 
Press, 1976. Print. 
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group went in and did the first ascent of a climb called The Daddy (5.6). It is very similar to The 

Mummy, and is also considered a classic. We will be climbing The Daddy on our trip. 

Development of this area continued throughout the 70’s and 80’s, only seeing one or two new 

routes a year. Eventually when trails started getting stomped out to the area more and more 

people started coming in and crossing off climbs along the wall. The Main North Carolina Wall 

stretches for nearly 0.5 mile and, in some spots, is 500 feet tall. (Lambert 139-141) This section 

of our trip will give us an awesome climbing experience mixed the backcountry feel. It will keep 

us on our toes and I am excited to work through problems involved with climbing in this 

location. 

 
Itinerary Explanation    

The climbs in the Linville Gorge have been described as true to their grade. In the gorge 

we have the opportunity to be further into the backcountry doing longer multi pitch climbs. We 

selected climbs that are a bit below our climbing ability so we can focus on our multi pitch 

efficiency. This will include route finding, anchor building, belaying from guide devices, finding 

the descent, and multiple rappels. The climbs have been planned with filming in mind, and some 

routes will be repeated. This will allow us to become comfortable with the climb so we can go 

back and film the process. Each climb selected in Linville Gorge can be described as classic. 

Two of the routes, The Mummy and The Daddy, were the first two climbs developed in the area 

known as The Amphitheater. The historic aspect and the classic feel to the climbs makes them an 

obvious choice to attempt while we are visiting that area. 

For proposed climbs, see appendix 7. 
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Seneca Rocks 
 

Seneca Rocks is a unique section of rock that sticks out like a dinosaur spine from the green hills 

of West Virginia. The surrounding area has two small general stores that share a parking lot, a climbing 

store and climbing school, and a discovery center that shares the history of the landscape with the passing 

tourists. We are drawn to Seneca because of its history of hard climbs and adventurous routes.  

Geology 

Seneca Rocks is the centerpiece of the Monongahela National Forest. Seneca lies along the upper 

Potomac River in the region known as the Potomac Highlands of the Alleghany Mountains.72 In 1915, 

7,200 acres in the mountains of West Virginia near Parsons were acquired by the federal government, and 

called the Monongahela Purchase.  On April 28, 1920 the Monongahela National Forest was officially 

designated, incorporating the original purchase tract.  Over the years additional lands have been acquired 

within the 1.7 million-acre proclamation boundary of the Forest.  Today the Forest occupies more than 

919,000 acres in 10 counties in the highlands of the state. 73 

The rock at Seneca Rocks differs from most areas in the East. It is quartzite that is similar to that 

of the Shawangunks of New York. The rock was subject to many intense geological forces. This created 

the bladelike, cathedral looking towers. The quartzite’s name is Tuscarora Quartzite. Seneca Rocks is a 

remaining piece of a larger wall that formed when the northeast plate shifted. This was also the time that 

the Appalachian Mountains were formed. Millions of Years of erosion caused the wall to crumble leaving 

behind crops of cliffs like Seneca rocks, Nelson, and Champe Rocks.  

 

72 Barnes, Tony. Seneca: The Climber's Guide. Chapel Hill, NC: Earthbound Sports, 2006. Print  
73 "About The Forest." Monongahela National Forest. USDA Forest Service, n.d. Web. 
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Flora and Fauna 

There is a theme of diversity at Seneca rocks. There are many species of plants and animals, “at 

least 75 tree species; more than 225 species of birds; 8 federally listed threatened or endangered species 

of birds, bats, salamanders, and plants; 60 species of non-game/forage fish; 12 species of game fish; and 

numerous other species of wildlife inhabit the Monongahela.” Larger animals and game species found in 

the forest include black bear, wild turkey, white-tailed deer, gray and fox squirrels, rabbits, snowshoe 

hare, woodcock, and grouse. Limited waterfowl habitat exists in certain places. Furbearers include beaver, 

red and gray fox, bobcat, fisher, otter, raccoon and mink. Other hunted species include coyotes, skunks, 

opossums, woodchucks, crows, and weasels. 74 

History and Culture 

Seneca Rocks is rich with climbing history. The first recorded ascent appears to have taken place 

in the year 1908. When Paul Bradt, Don Hubbard, and Sam Moore were making their historic ascent of 

1939, they discovered an inscription on the summit rock. It said “D.H. Sept. 16, 1908.” The local Harper 

Family states that it was their grandfather, Delmar Harper, who first climbed to the summit of the South 

Peak and left his initials.  

In the early 1940’s the 10th mountain division brought its soldiers to Seneca rocks to learn 

climbing techniques like aid climbing, silent signals, and how to use muffled piton hammers. After the 

war ended there was a surplus in army issue carabineers and ropes. This led to a large amount of climbers 

migrating to Seneca Rocks. “Climbing at Seneca Rocks started to really get popular in the 1960’s. 

Notable first ascents were put up and the quality of the routes went from following old army pitons up a 

crack to exploring new routes."  

74 Lesser, Walter A. and Jack I. Cromer Unpublished MS: Historical Review of Wildlife Management in Canaan Valley and 
Surrounding Area, West Virginia Division of Natural Resources. 14 Apr. 2014 Web. 
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The 1980’s were a turbulent period for climbing at Seneca Rocks. The death of local legend Buck 

Harper hit the climbing community hard. He owned the local general store and would let climbers camp 

in his yard. The second tragic moment in the 80’s was when the Gendarme Fell. This was a small 

pinnacle that was extremely exposed and the summit only had room for one. Luckily no one was on it 

when it fell. The third and final incident was the flood of 85’. In one night a great flood swept through the 

area and killed 12 people. It changed the landscape dramatically. The early 90’s had a rough start as well. 

Sadly in 1992 the Forest Service Visitors Center burned down, destroying many natural records and 

history specimens.  

The late 80’s and early 90’s would see some hard routes go up and Seneca was becoming very 

popular. In his book “American Rock”, Don Mellor, says that if you can climb 5.10 at Seneca, you can 

climb 5.10 anywhere in the world.  

Itinerary Explanation 

Before creating the Seneca Rocks Itinerary, the group discussed what we would like to get out of 

our time there. We decided that exposed, easy multi-pitch routes would be the most beneficial to us. We 

have also heard that the grades there are sandbagged, and were warned by several people that they would 

be quite a bit harder than their ratings. To be safe, we decided to start the week easy with Old Man’s 

Route (5.2, 3 pitches) and end the week with Thais (5.6, 4 pitches). We figured that we will be used to the 

rock and climbing style by the end of the week, which will help us complete slightly harder climbs. 

The beginning of the week starts with two days on the South Peak- West Face. This area offers 

easy multi-pitches in exposed areas such as Old Man’s Route (5.2), Old Lady’s Route (5.2), and Le 

Gourmet (5.4). These climbs will give us a feel for the exposure and rock type.  The third day will be 

spent at the South End, which is steeper and more complex than the South Peak-West Face, but still offers 

some easier routes. Here we will climb something Skyline Traverse (5.3), Ecstasy Junior (5.4), and/or 

Candy Corner (5.5). 
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The fourth day will be spent at the South Peak-East Face. This area will give us more moderate, 

short routes such as Dirty Old Man (5.6), and R+R (5.6). These moderate multi-pitches will give us the 

experience of a multi-pitch on a slightly harder grade without the commitment of four or five pitches.  

Our next day is going to be a rest day or cragging day. If we do climb, it will be at the North Peak-East 

Face, and we will be climbing things such as Bear’s Delight (5.6) and Roux Salt (5.6).  

Our final day at Seneca, and probably of the expedition itself will be spent at the South Peak-

West Face, where we began our time. We hope to Climb Jankowitz Kamm (5.5, 2 pitch) and Thais (5.6, 4 

pitch).  Obviously, all of these climbs are subject to change. We may arrive and decide that we planned to 

do climbs that were too easy, and upgrade a bit. For proposed climbs, see appendix 7. 
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Appendices 
 

 

 
“You don’t have to know it all, but you do have to know where to find it!” 

Larry Soroka75 

 
  

75 Soroka, Laurence.  "Syllabus Discussion." EXP 435 Expedition Theory and Planning. SUNY Plattsburgh. Kehoe, Plattburgh. 8 
Sept. 2013. Class lecture. 
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Appendix 1: Training Workout Plan 
 

Daily Plan Overview 
1.Warm-up 
2.Static stretching (if sore) 
3.Cardio 
4.Static Stretching (always) 
5.Weight Work 
6.Static Stretching (always) 
 

Monday: 
Cardio: 
1.Run 20 minutes (treadmill or elliptical) 
2.Paddle Trainer 20 minutes 
 
Core: 
Each exercise done for 30 seconds 
1.Modified plank (front, each side, and back) 
2.Plank (front, each side, and back) 
3.Plank with raised leg (each side) 
4.Plank with leg pulse (10 each side) 
5.Leg lifts 
6.V-ups 
7.Swimmers 
8.Seated medicine ball twists 
9.Medicine ball twist with partner 
Legs/Glutes 
Do one set of two workouts, rest 2 minutes, 
Continue. 
1.Leg curl with stability ball (3 sets of 15) 
2.Mountain Climbers (3 sets of 20) 
3.Hip Extensions/Bridge (3 sets of 20) 
4.Burpees with light weight (3 sets 10) 
5.Hip adduction (3 sets 15) 
6.Hip abductions (3 sets of 15) 
7.Jumps (front and both sides) (2 sets 30 seconds 
each) 
8.Wall Sit (3 minutes) 
9.Fire Hydrants (3 sets of 10) 

Warm-up Routine 
10-15 minutes 
1.High Knees 
2.Butt Kicks 
3.Lunges (front, side, and backwards) 
4.Quick Feet 
5.Leaps 
6.Long Jumps 
 
Tuesday: 
Cardio: 
1.Spinning 
Chest: 
1.Flat Bench press (3 sets of 10) 
2.Incline bench press twist (3 sets of 
10) 
3.Decline bench press (3 sets of 10) 
4.Stability ball pullovers (3 sets of 10) 
5.Pushups (start with 15-20) 
6.Pull-ups (number dependent on 
ability) 
Biceps: 
1.Stability ball incline curls (3 sets of 
10) 
2.Alternating bicep curls (3 sets of 10) 
3.Hammer Curls (3 sets of 10) 
4.Reverse curls (3 sets of 10) 
Core: 
1.Ten minute video 
On Alternate Tuesdays: 
Triceps and Shoulders: 
1.Seated military press (3 sets of 10) 
2.Incline skull crushers (3 sets of 10) 
3.Bench dips (3 sets of 15) 
4.Shoulder raises (3 sets of 10) 
5.Shoulder swings (3 sets of 10) 
6.Upright Rows (3 sets of 10) 
7.Reverse fly (3 sets of 10) 
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Wednesday: 
Cardio: Full body of choice: 
swimming, zumba, kickboxing, 
etc (60-90 minutes) 
Core: 
Each exercise done for 30 
seconds 
1.Modified plank (front, each 
side, and back) 
2.Plank (front, each side, and 
back) 
3.Plank with raised leg (each 
side) 
4.Plank with leg pulse (10 each 
side) 
5.Leg lifts 
6.V-ups 
7.Swimmers 
8.Seated medicine ball twist 
9.Medicine ball twist with 
partner 
 
Thursday: 
Cardio: 
1.Yoga focusing on sore areas 
(30 minutes) 
2.Yoga focusing on strength (30 
minutes) 
Core: 
1.20 minute video 
Other: 
1.Partner stretches. 
 

Friday: 
Cardio and Weight: 
1.Gym Climbing 
-Endurance focus 
- Climb 5 routes at or just under your range right in a row, 
take a 20 minutes break, then climb 5 more in a row. 
Repeat. 
Saturday and Sunday: 
“Rest Days,” but more likely outdoor activities 
 
“The quickest way to enhance your performance in 
almost anything is to improve the quality of your 
thinking.”  
                                              Eric J. Horst 
 
Any Day Meditations (Rock Warrior’s Way) 
 
Breathe- focus only on inhaling and exhaling 
 
Soft Eyes Focus- at recognition of stress, relax all facial 
muscles, especially the eyes 
 
PCO- Identify a Problem, restate it as a Challenge, restate 
that as an Opportunity 

 
 

Climbing Fitness Baseline 
 
All team members must meet the following minimum objectives before the expedition: 
 

• 6 pitches of leading single pitch 5.6 leading 
 

• 3 pitches of  5.6 multipitch leading (with 3 pitches following) 
 

• 6 pitches of sustained 5.8 top roping 
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Appendix 2: Meal Plan Samples 
 

“Dal Bhat Power: 24 Hour!”    

Pasang Dava Sherpa 

 

Blank digital menu planning spreadsheet provided by Steve Maynard. 

 

 

Car Camping Climbing Day 
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Backcountry Climbing Day 

 

Rest Day 
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Appendix 3: Equipment List 
 

 
 

     

 
 
 
 

  

X Personal Clothing 

 
Warm Weather 

 
Sports Bra/ Underwear 

 
Base Layer T-Shirt 

 
Synthetic Long Sleeve 

 
Fleece Jacket 

 
Puffy Jacket 

 
Shell Jacket 

 
Base Layer Bottoms 

 
Synthetic Pants 

 
Shell Pants 

 
Camp Clothes (car/base) 

 
 

 
Add for Cold Weather 

 
Vest  

 
Super Puffy Coat 

 
Fleece Pants 

 
Puffy Pants 

 
 

 
Extremities 

 
Sun Hat 

 
Warm Hat 

 
Buff/Neck Gaiter 

 
Liner Gloves 

 
Gloves 

 
Mitts 

 
Socks (sock liners/ vap barrier) 

 
Footwear 

 
Campshoes/Sandals 

 
Gaiters 

 

X Personal Care 

 Trowel  
 Wag Bag 
 TP/Baby Wipes 
 Hand Sanitizer 
 Chapstick 
 Biodegradable Soap 
 Tooth Brush 
 Tooth Paste 
 Feminine Supplies 
 Contacts & Solution 
 Tea Tree Oil 
  
 Amusement 
 Book 
 Field Guides- 

plants/stars/weather 
 Cards 
 

X Four Essentials 
 1 Fixing People 
 First Aid Kit 
 First Aid Crib Card/Field 

Guide 
 Known Medical History of 

Participants 
 Blister Kit 
 Bug Spray 
 Sunscreen 
  
 2 Fixing Things 
 Spare Batteries  
 Spare Plastic Bags (Lg, Gal, 

Qt) 
 Multitool 
 Knife 
 Paracord 
 Zip Ties 
 Stove Repair Kit 
 Sleeping Pad Repair Kit 
 Spare lighter, Flint & Steel 
 Gorilla Tape/Duct Tape 
  
 3 Navigation 
 Map 
 Compass 
 Headlamp 
 Chemical light stick 
 GPS 
  
 4 Communication/Tech 
 Signal Mirror 
 Whistle 
 Notebook/Pencil 
 SPOT Device/Cell Phone 
 Camera, Batteries 
 Emergency Contacts  
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X Car Camping 
 Sleeping 
 Foam Sleeping Pad 
 Pillow 
 Bug Screens 
 Tarp 
 Travel 
 Road Trip Music 
 GPS 
 Maps 
 Engine Oil  
 Transmission Fluid 
 Spare Tire 
 Jack 
  
 Cooking 
 Coleman Stove 
 Propane 
 Fry Pan & Spatula  
 Cooler 
 Cutting Board 
 Campsite 
 Large Towel 
 Camp Chair  
  
 Electronics 
 Power Converter 
 Phone & Charger 
 Computer & Charger 
  
 Amusement 
 Fav. Board Game 
 Frisbee 
 Slack Line 
 

X 3 Season Camping 

 
Shelter/Sleeping 

 
Tent or Tarp or Bivy 

 
Stakes 

 
Sleeping Bag  

 
Sleeping Pad 

 
 

 
Food 

 
Stove 

 
Lighter 

 
Pot 

 
Pot Grips 

 
Spoon 

 
Bowl/FairShare 

 
FOOD for Trip  

 
1 Day Spare Food 

 

Bear Can/Bear Hang Drybag & 
Cord 

 
Fuel  

 
 

 
Water 

 
2 1L Nalgenes 

 
Baby Nalgene (Hot Drink Mug) 

 
Dromedary Bag 

 

Water Treatment (SteripPen, Filter, 
Chem) 

 
Thermos 

 

Sample Standard Trad Rack* 
 
13 cams, doubles of 0.4-2 
3 sets of nuts 
1-2 tricams 
8 alpine draws 
2 cordelettes 
Carabiners 
gear sling 
nut tool 
5-10 runners 

  
X Backpacking 

 
Equipment 

 
Multiday Pack  

 
Summit Pack 

 
Trekking Poles 

 
 

X Climbing Trip 

 
Equipment 

 
Multiday Pack 

 
Summit Pack 

 
Rope 

 
Static  

 
Trad Rack 

 
Sport Rack 

 
Extra Webbing 

 
Extra Quicklinks 

 
Tape 

 
Chalk 

 
Rock Shoes 

 
Helmet 

 
Belay Gloves 

 
Harness 

 

 *"Building a Rack." ClimbingTechniques.org. N.p., n.d. Web. 13 Sept. 2014. <http://www.climbingtechniques.org/building-a-rack.html>. 
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Appendix 4: Budget 
 
Travel 

Gas for Toyota Yaris      $210 

Gas for Chevy Astrovan $355 

Emergency Gas                  $200 

                    Total:     $555 

Camping Fees 

Seneca Rocks                 $105 

Linville Gorge           Free 

New River Gorge                    $140 

Red River Gorge             $56 

                          Total:  $301         

Food 

$10 * 4 People * 30 Days 

Total: $1200 

Unforeseen Expenditures 

 $200 *4 People Total $800 

 
 

Grand Total = $2856 

Grand Total per Person = $714  
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Appendix 5: Hazard Chart 
TRAVEL 

Hazard Likelihood Consequence Control Level of 
Risk 

Injury/Illness 
    

Tired Driver Low High Full night’s sleep, 
multiple drivers Low 

Equipment Failure 
    

General Vehicle 
Malfunction Medium Low full inspection before 

departure, oil change Low 

Engine Failure Low Low Full inspection and 
vehicle upkeep Low 

Flat Tire Low Medium New/good tires before 
departure Low 

Transmission Failure Low Low Full inspection and 
vehicle upkeep Low 

Natural 
Occ/Weather 

    

Wet/Windy 
Conditions High Low Check weather, no driving 

in bad conditions Low 

Unmaintained road Medium Low Slow driving, pay 
attention on bad roads Low 
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HIKING 
Hazard Likelihood Consequence Control Level of 

Risk 
Injury/Illness 

    

Abrasion High Low Long sleeves and pants Low 
Blisters High Low Wrap hands, control hot 

spots Low 

Broken Bone Medium High Use Caution Low 
Dehydration Medium Medium Drink, stay in shade when 

resting Low 

Heat Related 
Illness Medium Medium Drink, Stay in shade, do not 

overexert Low 

Sprained Ankle Medium High Ankle support, walk 
cautiously Medium 

Sun Burn High Medium Sunscreen, shade when 
resting Medium 

Equipment 
Failure 

    

Clothing Tear High Low Stitch kits, careful climbing Low 
Boots- 

Soles/Laces Medium Low Spare laces, sole repair kit Low 

Pack- 
Tear/Straps Low Low Stitch/Repair kit Low 
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CAMPING 
Hazard Likelihood Consequence Control Level of 

Risk 
Injury/Illness 

    

Burns Low Medium Safe stove practices Low 
Cuts Low Medium Safe knife practices Low 

Hunger- Low 
Supplies Low Low Will be near stores Low 

Sickness Medium Medium Vitamins, water, healthy 
eating, meds Medium 

Water- Nonpotable Low Medium Sterilize, buy bottled, fill 
in sink Low 

Equipment 
Failure 

    

Inflatable Pad- 
Hole Low Low Patch kit Low 

Tent- Broken Pole Low Low Splint/ repair kit Low 
Tent- Rip Low Low Repair kit Low 

Stove Malfunction Low Medium Repair kit/ backup stove Low 
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CLIMBING 
 

Hazard Likelihood Consequence Control Level of 
Risk 

Injury/Illness 
    

Abrasion High Low Long sleeves/pants Low 
Blisters High Low Wrap hands/control 

hotspots Low 

Broken Bone Medium High Climb safely, use caution Low 
Dehydration Medium Medium Drink, no overexertion on 

hot days Low 

Fall- Impact 
Injury Low High Proper gear placement Medium 

Fatigue Medium Medium Avoid overexertion, take 
breaks/rest days Low 

Flappers High Low Take care of hands/wrap Low 
Heat Related 

Illness Medium High Breaks in shade, water, do 
not overexert Low 

Sun Burn High Medium Sunscreen, breaks in shade, 
hat Medium 

Equipment/ 
Climber Failure 

    

Lead Line Caught Low Medium Pay attention to rope, have 
plan Low 
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Knot in Rope Low Medium Check ropes Low 
Frayed/Severed 

Rope Low High Check rope, no sharp edges Low 

Bail- Too Difficult Medium Medium Do not climb out of 
everyone’s range Low 

Broken/Lost Gear Medium Medium Inventory, correct 
placement Low 

Worn Fixed 
Anchor Medium High Check anchor before 

clipping Low 

No Fixed Anchor Medium Low Know how to build anchor Low 
Rope Too Short Low High Check climb lengths Low 
Rapping off End Low High Tie knots, double check Low 

Natural 
Occ/Weather 

    

Rock Fall Medium High Helmet, yell warnings, be 
alert Medium 

Run Out Route Medium High Read beta, proper gear Low 
Caught After Dark Medium High Allot appropriate time, 

headlamps, food Low 
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WEATHER/NATURAL OCCURRENCES 

Hazard Likelihood Consequence Control Level of 
Risk 

Lightning 
Strike Low High Go to safe place Low 

High 
Temperature High Medium Refrain from climbing/no 

hard climbing Medium 

Rain Medium Medium Change travel itinerary/wait 
it out Low 

Widow Makers Low High Avoid them Low 
Wind Low Medium Avoid windy areas Low 

Wildlife Low Medium Do not approach/taunt Low 
Low Temps Low High Have warm clothing Low 
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Appendix 6: Emergency Contacts 
 

In an Emergency: Always Call 911 First, Know County and Specific Location 
 

Red River Gorge  Linville Gorge Seneca Rocks 

Lee County Dispatch      
Phone: (606)464-4111 
  
Beattyville Ambulance 
Phone: (606)464-4125 

Burke County EMS  
Phone: 828-437-1911 
 
Outward Bound Table Rock 
Base Camp (828)437-6124 

Pendleton County EMS 
Phone: (304) 358-7911 
 
Fraley Ambulance Service 
Phone: (304) 257-9599 

Cumberland Ranger Dist. 
2375 KY 801 
South Morehead, KY 40351 
Phone: (606) 784-6428 

Grandfather Ranger Dist. 
Route 1, Box 110-A 
Nebo, NC 28761 
Phone: (828) 652-2144 

Potomac Ranger Dist. 
HC 59, Box 240 
Petersburg, WV 26847 
Phone: 304-257-4488  

RRG Climbers’ Coalition 
PO BOX 22156 
Lexington, KY 40522-2156 
 

Great Outdoor Provision 
Co. 
4341 Park Road 
Charlotte, NC 28209 
Phone: 704-523-1089 

SR Climbing School 
Allegheny Dr 
Seneca Rocks, WV 
Phone: (304) 567-2600 

Miguel’s Pizza & 
Climbing  
1890 Natural Bridge Rd 
Slade, KY 40376 
Phone:(606) 663-1975 

Stone Mountain State Park 
3042 Frank Parkway 
Roaring Gap, NC 28668 
Phone: (336) 957-8185 

SR Mountain Guides 
62 Allegheny Dr 
Seneca Rocks, WV 26884 
Phone:(304) 567-2115 

Red River Outdoors 
415 Natural Bridge Rd 
Slade, KY 40376 
Phone: (859) 230-3567 

Grace Hospital 
2201 S. Sterling St 
Morgantown, NC 
Phone: (828) 580-5000 

Grant Memorial Hospital 
1 Hospital Dr 
Petersburg, WV 26847 
Phone: (304) 257-1026 

Clark Reg Medical Ctr 
175 Hospital Dr. 
Winchester, KY 40391 
Phone: (859) 745-3500 

Hugh Chatam Hospital 
180 Parkwood Dr 
Elkin NC 
Phone: (336) 527-7000 

Davis Memorial Hospital 
812 Gorman Ave 
Elkins, WV 26241 
Phone: (304) 637-3265 

Lee County Sheriff 
256 W Main St 
Beattyville, KY 
Phone: (606) 464-4140 

Burke County Sheriff 
150 Government Dr 
Morganton, NC 28655 
Phone:(828) 438-5508 

Police Station 
US Rte 33 
Franklin, WV 26807 
(304) 358-2200 
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Expedition Members’ Emergency Contacts 
 
Name:              
Relationship:  
Address:         
Cell Phone:     
Home Phone:    
  
Name:              
Relationship:  
Address:         
Cell Phone:     
Home Phone:    
 

Name:              
Relationship:  
Address:         
Cell Phone:     
Home Phone:    
 

Name:              
Relationship:  
Address:         
Cell Phone:     
Home Phone:    
 

    

 

 

 

Personal Information Will Not Be Published 

In this Public Document 
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Appendix 7: Specific Itinerary 
 

May 15          Drive from Fredonia, NY to Red River Gorge, KY 

May 16-25      Climbing at Red River Gorge, KY 

May 26         Drive to Linville Gorge, NC 

May 27-June 7    Climbing at Linville Gorge 

June 8         Drive to Seneca Rocks, WV 

June 9-14     Climbing at Seneca Rocks, WV 

June 15          Drive home 

 
Red River Gorge: May 16-25 

 
Day 1    Crossroads 

Afternoon shade, Boilerplate may stay dry during or after rain 

Turkey Crossing          5.4          Trad, 45’ 

Buckwheats for Stef         5.6              Trad, 40’ 

Stefanie Bauer Route         5.7             Trad, 40’ 

Wrong Turn              5.7          Trad, 50’ 

Deez Nuts              5.8          Sport, 60’ 

Boilerplate              5.8      Sport, 50’ 

Love Potion              5.9          Sport, 65’ 

 
Day 2 Muir Valley: Boneyard (South) 

Full sun, trad routes are considered kind of boring, so unlikely to be crowded 

Lula Mae              5.6              Trad, 25’ 
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Winona              5.7             Trad, 45’ 

Oink!Oink!              5.8          Trad, 40’ 

Abby Gabby Doo         5.8             Sport, 30’ 

Stealing Melinda          5.9          Sport, 25’ 

Hi-Jacked Project         5.9              Sport, 50’ 

Cinderella              5.9          Sport, 80’ 

One-Armed Bandit         5.9          Sport, 80’ 

 
Day 3 Natural Bridge: Lady Slipper- Global Village (South) 

Full sun, popular spot, but crowds dissipate to Emerald City 

Eureka                  5.6     Sport, 85’ *Occasionally chopped 

Pain is a Spice              5.7             Trad, 35’ 

Father and Son          5.7         Trad, 40’ 

Casual Viewing          5.7     Trad, 70’ 

Vision                 5.7         Trad, 80’ 

Off With Batman         5.8         Trad, 85’ 

Jake Flake              5.8         Trad, 80’ 

 
Day 4 PMRP: Chica Bonita (South) 

Slab climbing, afternoon shade, people either love it or hate it 

Mary Pop-Parazzi         5.5             Sport, 25’ 

Pocahontas Path           5.7             Sport, 25’ 

Laying Pipe Under the Bridge 5.7         Trad, 70’ 

Rinse and Repeat         5.7             Trad, 30’ 
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Quicky                  5.8             Trad, 25’ 

Daring Dirtbag          5.8         Trad, 90’ 

Be My Yoko Ono         5.8         Trad, 80’ 

Cheaper Than a Movie     5.8     Trad, 100’ 

Ridin’ the Short Buzz         5.9         Sport, 35’ 

Raindancer              5.10a         Sport, 30’ 

Brown-Eyed Girl          5.10a     Sport, 70’ 

 
Day 5 Muir Valley: Bruise Brothers Wall (South) 

Full sun, most routes stay dry in the rain, expect crowds for popular 5.10s 

P. Heist Rockway to Heaven      5.6         Trad, 60’ 

The Offering                5.7         Sport, 45' 

Dirt in the Eye              5.7              Trad, 60’ 

Put the Best Foot Forward     5.8          Trad, 55’ 

Get on the Good Foot         5.8            Trad 60’ 

Trundling Kentucky            5.8              Sport 50'    

Bee's Business             5.8            Sport 60'      

Send Me on My Way       5.9-           Sport 75'    

Flutterby Blue            5.9            Sport 40'    

Stay Off the Radio Jeff!        5.9+           Sport 50'    

 
Day 6 Lower Gorge: Long Wall (North) 

Full sun, slabbier face- no good in rain, lots of classics- but mile long wall spreads people 

out 
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Left Wall: 

Ralph & Bob’s          5.7             Trad            90’ 

Longwall Chimney         5.7             Trad            100’ 

Treasures in Heaven         5.8          Trad            110’ 

Cruise Control             5.9+         Trad            90'    

 
Day 7 Lower Gorge: Long Wall (North) 

Right Wall: 

Mailbox                 5.8                Trad            80'     

Autumn*Classic            5.9-         Trad            80'    

Hot September             5.9          Trad            100' 

Day 8 Northern Gorge: Fortress Wall (North) 

Full sun, most routes stay dry in the rain, expect crowds for popular 5.10s         

American Crack            5.4              Trad            60'   

Bedtime for Bonzo            5.6            Trad 2 pitches 100' 

Calypso I                 5.7            Trad            60'    

Party Time                 5.7            Trad 2 pitches 140'  

Horny Bitch                 5.8-               Trad             140'    

Snake                    5.8            Trad            60'    

Bombs Bursting            5.8            Trad            60' 

 
Day 9 Muir Valley: Tectonic Wall(South) 

Slightly overhanging provides some rain shelter, morning shade, Plate Tectonics and 

Gettin’ Lucky are both very popular 
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LIDAR              5.8                Trad            80’ 

Continental Drift            5.7        Trad            80' 

Paraplegic Power         5.7           Trad            60’ 

Tall Cool One             5.9         Sport            60'    

Plate Tectonics             5.10a  Sport            70'    

Gettin' Lucky in Kentucky      5.10b  Sport             60'    

 
 
 
 

LINVILLE GORGE AREA  May 27-June 7 

 
Day 1 Park at the table rock picnic area, accessed via the Gingercake Acres Rd. Hike into 

Table Rock and find a campsite. Possibly climb, depending on time. 

 
Day 2 Climb at Table Rock 

Jim Dandy                 5.4            3 pitch            300' 

Cave Route                 5.5            3 pitch            180' 

North Ridge                5.5            3 pitch            250' 

Peek-a-Boo                 5.5            3 pitch            400' 

 
Day 3  Climb at Table Rock 

Helmet Buttress            5.6            3 pitch            250' 

Skip to My Lou             5.6            2 pitch            300' 

My Route                 5.6            2 pitch            250' 

Rip Van Winkle            5.7            4 pitch            400' 

White Lightning            5.8            2 pitch            200' 
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Day 4 Climb and Film routes that we have scoped out the last two days 

 
Day 5 Hike to the Amphitheater area. (Use beta photos on mountain project) Find and set 

up camp quickly. Climb if there is time. 

 
Day 6 Climb and Film. Film ‘The Prow’ from ‘The Mummy’ 

The Prow                 5.4            4 pitch            500' 

The Mummy                5.5            3 pitch            350' 

 
Day 7 Climb and Film. Hike back to the car at table rock 

Good Heavens              5.5            5 pitch            500' 

The Daddy                 5.6            5 pitch            500' 

 

SENECA ROCKS June 9-14 

 
Day 1 Climb at South Peak- West Face 

Old Man’s Route            5.2             3 pitch             

Old Ladies Route            5.2            4 pitch             

Gunsite to South Peak    5.3            2 pitch            150’ 

 
Day 2  Climb at South Peak-West Face 

Le Gourmet                 5.4            4 pitch            285’ 

Gunsite to South Peak Direct        5.4            2 pitch            150’ 

Critter Crack                 5.6            1 pitch            80’ 

 

Day 3 Climb at South End 
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Lower Skyline Direct    5.5            2 pitch            120’ 

Candy Corner                5.5            1 pitch            95’ 

Ecstasy Junior                5.4            2 pitch            150’ 

Skyline Traverse            5.3            4 pitch 

 
Day 4- Climb at South Peak-East Face 

Dirty Old Man              5.6            2 pitch            150’ 

Kauffman Cordon        5.4            2 pitch            175’ 

R+R                     5.6            2 pitch            180’ 

Up and Coming            5.4            1 pitch            130’ 

Windy Corner                5.4            1 pitch            80’ 

 
Day 5- Climb at North Peak West and East Face/Rest/Easy Day 

Kauffman’s Rib            5.4            1 Pitch            140’ 

Roux                     5.3            2 pitch            80’ 

Roux Salt                 5.6            1 pitch            50’ 

Bear’s Delight              5.6            1 pitch            40’ 

 
Day 6-Climb at South Peak- West Face 

Jankowitz-Kamm          5.5            2 pitch            120’ 

Thais                     5.6            4 pitch            300’ 
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  We wish to formally extend our sincerest thanks to the people and communities that 

actively taught us and patiently allowed us to learn,  provided opportunities, supported us 

through our work, and helped us become   

Daring Enough to Finish. 

 

Face that lights my face,  

You spin intelligence into these particles I am.   

Your wind shivers my tree. 

My mouth tastes sweet with your name in it.   

 

You make my dance daring enough to finish.   

No more timidity!  

Let fruit fall and wind turn my roots up into the air,  

Done with patient waiting. 

 

Rumi76 

Translated by Coleman Barks 

76 Rūmī, Jalāl Al-Dīn, and Coleman Barks. The Glance: Songs of Soul-meeting. New York: Viking/Arkana, 1999. Print. 
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